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Abstract
During vertebrate development, oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs) are
specified from gliogenic precursors in the central nervous system (CNS) after
neurogenesis. Following specification, OPCs begin a complex process termed tiling that
results in OPCs becoming evenly dispersed and occupying non-overlapping territories
throughout the CNS. Developmental OPC tiling is comprised of three main
components, namely, migration, proliferation, and contact-mediated repulsion (CMR).
A few foundational studies have thoroughly characterized these OPC tiling behaviors,
however, little is known about how these behaviors interact to result in OPCs being
evenly distributed throughout the CNS.
In this dissertation, I begin by providing a comprehensive review of the
molecular mediators currently understood to influence the individual behaviors of OPC
tiling. I then propose a unified theory of how OPC tiling behaviors interact to produce
the emergent property of uniform OPC dispersal throughout the CNS. Then, using
zebrafish as a vertebrate model, I demonstrate the first in vivo investigation into the role
of the Met signaling pathway in regulating OPC tiling, primarily focused on its role in
mediating migration and proliferation. Finally, I present evidence regarding other
molecular mediators that contribute to developmental OPC tiling and delineate the
open questions that remain in our understanding of OPC tiling.
This work fills a gap in our understanding of molecular signaling pathways
involved in regulating developmental OPC tiling, which lays a foundation for future
investigation into adult tiling and understanding OPC behaviors in disease and injuryresponse.
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Chapter I
Introduction
Oligodendrocyte Progenitor Cell Tiling
During vertebrate development, oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs) are
specified from gliogenic precursors in the central nervous system (CNS), which consists
of the brain and spinal cord (Barres, et al., 1993; Dawson, et al., 2000). In the ventral
spinal cord, OPCs are specified from ventral progenitor cells marked by expression of
the basic helix-loop-helix transcription factor olig2 (Warf, et al., 1991; Noll & Miller,
1993; Lu, et al., 2000; Zhou, et al., 2001; Park, et al., 2002). Following specification,
OPCs rapidly disperse throughout the CNS until they occupy distinct, non-overlapping
territories (Cai, et al., 2005; Kirby, et al., 2006; De Biase, et al., 2017; Ravanelli, et al.,
2018). This process of OPC dispersal is termed developmental OPC tiling and is
comprised of three main components: migration, proliferation, and contact-mediated
repulsion (CMR) (Kirby, et al., 2006; Hughes, et al., 2013). In the literature, the majority
of investigations into OPC development focus on either how OPCs are specified or
how OPCs differentiate into oligodendrocytes, the myelinating cells of the CNS
(Richardson et al. 2006; Bergles and Richardson 2015; Kearns et al. 2015; Crawford et
al. 2016; Nishiyama et al. 2016; Chapman et al. 2018; Ravanelli et al. 2018; Hayashi and
Suzuki 2019; Kuhn et al. 2019; Perlman et al. 2020). These studies, while necessary for
identifying markers of OPCs and investigating OPC injury-response, leave out a critical
window of OPC development where OPCs exhibit foundational tiling behaviors that
persist throughout their life in the CNS.
Based on the abundance of studies and proposed mediators of OPC tiling
behaviors, it is clear that a comprehensive understanding of the molecular mediators
that guide OPC development is needed to understand how individual molecular
mediators influence individual OPCs to produce a population of cells that is evenly
1

dispersed throughout the spinal cord. For this dissertation, I will focus on the conserved
mechanism across vertebrates of OPC specification from ventral progenitors in the
pMN domain of the spinal cord (Warf, et al., 1991; Noll & Miller, 1993; Zhou, et al.,
2001; Park, et al., 2007). Ventral progenitors of OPCs are marked by their expression
of the transcription factor olig2, which then upregulate expression of sox10 beginning
around 36 hour post fertilization (hpf) in zebrafish, embryonic day 12.5 (E12.5) in
mouse, and 10 weeks gestational age in human fetal development (Lu et al. 2000; Zhou
et al. 2001; van Tilborg et al. 2017).
While much remains unclear about how individual mediators are regulating this
process, there are a few conclusions I can draw from what we currently know about
OPC tiling. OPC tiling begins immediately following OPC specification with OPCs
migrating out of the pMN domain. From the moment OPCs are specified, it is clear
that OPCs exhibit CMR from evidence demonstrating that OPC processes retract even
after contact with its own processes (Kirby, et al., 2006; Huang, et al., 2020). Following
initial migration, OPCs begin to proliferate. Newly born daughter cells exhibit CMR
and migrate rapidly away from one another as they continue their migratory journey to
their designated niche within the spinal cord. As OPCs begin to occupy their designated
territories, axon-OPC interactions also influence OPC proliferation (Jepson, et al.,
2012). As the population of OPCs throughout the spinal cord grows, OPCs begin to
become evenly distributed with CMR actively facilitating a consistent minimum distance
between neighboring OPCs. Ultimately, OPCs reach a steady-state of dispersal
throughout the spinal cord that is maintained through the same developmental tiling
behaviors of migration, proliferation, and CMR, as well as, apoptosis in adult OPC tiling
(Hughes, et al., 2013; Birey, et al., 2017).
Given this framework for how OPC tiling behaviors are related to each other
during development, new investigations are needed that take a comprehensive approach
to understanding how the molecular mediators of each of these processes are related to
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each other. In this introductory chapter, I will review what is known about mediators
of the developmental OPC tiling behaviors of migration, proliferation, and CMR. I will
then propose a model for how each of the developmental tiling behaviors interact to
achieve OPC dispersal. In subsequent chapters, I will discuss the work I have done to
identify mediators of these developmental tiling behaviors and the work left to be done
to understand how these pathways are interacting to influence OPC behaviors during
developmental tiling.
Chemotactic signals that influence directional OPC migration
The bulk of the investigation into mediators of OPC migration have focused on
the contributions of chemoattractant and chemorepellent secreted molecules within the
developing spinal cord in promoting directional OPC migration (Sugimoto, et al., 2001;
Spassky, et al., 2002; Tsai, et al., 2002; Yan & Rivkees, 2002; Jarjour, et al., 2003; Lalive,
et al., 2005; Tsai, 2006; Ohya, et al., 2007; Frost, et al., 2009; Mela & Goldman, 2013).
The numerous signals identified as modulators of OPC migration were described as a
molecular orchestra in a 2005 review and work done since then has continued to make
the orchestra of chemotactic signals more complex (De Castro & Bribián, 2005). In
brief, chemoattractant molecules that have been shown to induce positive directional
migration of pMN derived OPCs include bFBF (basic fibroblast growth factor), PDGF
(platelet derived growth factor), HGF (hepatocyte growth factor), 2-AG
(endocannabinoid 2-arachidonoylglycerol), and Cxcl12 (C-x-c motif chemokine ligand
12) (Yan and Rivkees 2002; Ohya et al. 2007; Frost et al. 2009; Mela and Goldman 2013;
Sanchez-Rodriguez et al. 2018; Watson et al. 2020). Figure 1-1A provides a
comprehensive overview of the signaling pathways reported to be involved in regulating
chemotactic behaviors in OPCs.

3

Figure 1-1. Mediators of Oligodendrocyte Progenitor Cell Tiling. (A) Diagram of a developing OPC in
the spinal cord with chemotactic signaling molecules that guide either chemorepellent or chemoattractant
migration. Chemoattractants include: Fibroblast growth factor (Fgf) signaling through its receptor Fibroblast
growth factor receptor (Fgfr), Platelet derived growth factor (Pdgf) signaling through its receptor Platelet
derived growth factor receptor alpha (Pdgfrα), Hepatocyte growth factor (Hgf) signaling through its receptor
Mesenchymal-epithelial transition (Met), C-x-c motif chemokine ligand 12 (Cxcl12) signaling through its
receptor C-x-c chemokine receptor 4 (Cxcr4), and 2-Arachidonoylgylcerol (2-AG) signaling through its
receptors Cannabinoid receptor type 1 and type 2 (CB1/2). Chemorepellents include: C-x-c motif
chemokine ligand 1 (Cxcl1) signaling through its receptor C-x-c motif chemokine receptor 2 (Cxcr2), Netrin1 (Ntn1) signaling through its receptor Deleted in colorectal carcinoma (Dcc), and Chondroitin Sulfate
Proteoglycans (CSPGs) signaling through their cognate receptors. A cocktail of various CSPGs was used
in this study, making it unclear exactly which CSPGs mediate this process. (B) Venn-Diagram
demonstrating mediators that contribute to multiple tiling processes. GDE3 (Glycerophosphodiester
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phosphodiesterase 3), ASCL1 (Achaete-Scute Family BHLH Transcription Factor 1), Lingo1 (Leucine-Rich
Repeat and Immunoglobulin-like Domain Containing Nogo Receptor-Interacting Protein 1), PCDH15
(Protocadherin Related 15).

Chemorepellent molecules that either reverse or stop the directional migration
of OPCs include Cxcl1 (C-x-c motif chemokine ligand 1), Ntn1 (Netrin-1), and CSPGs
(chondroitin sulphate proteoglycans) (Tsai et al. 2002; Jarjour et al. 2003; Tsai 2006; Sun
et al. 2017; Watson et al. 2020). These studies demonstrate that there are numerous
chemotactic signals that influence OPC migration during development, but, the
majority of studies that investigated mediators of OPC migration were conducted on
OPCs in culture, which makes it difficult to discern exactly when these signaling
pathways would be active during in vivo development. For example, the role of Met
signaling was extensively shown to influence OPC migration and proliferation for
OPCs in culture (Yan & Rivkees, 2002; Lalive, et al., 2005; Ohya, et al., 2007), however,
mouse mutants for Met are embryonic lethal. Therefore, in Chapter III, I discuss the
first in vivo investigation into the role of Met signaling in OPC tiling that I conducted
utilizing zebrafish.
In the handful of in vivo studies that assess OPC migration in an altered
chemotactic background, there was a population of OPCs that was still able to migrate
(Tsai, et al., 2002; Tsai, 2006). This result indicates that different populations of OPCs
respond to different chemotactic signals and a comprehensive approach to studying the
combinatorial effects of these chemotactic signals is needed to parse out which
populations of OPCs are sensitive to each chemokine. An intriguing possibility is that
these chemotactic responses of OPCs are regulated by levels of receptor expression. It
is possible that different subsets of OPCs express different combinations of these
receptors at different timepoints and this differential expression can result in OPC
dispersal that is evenly distributed throughout the CNS.
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Mitogenic mediators of OPC proliferation
Following initial migration, OPCs exhibit robust proliferation in both the dorsal
and ventral spinal cord. Numerous investigations have explored various mediators of
OPC proliferation in response to demyelinating events and spinal cord injury (Patel, et
al., 2012; L. Li, et al., 2018; Ying, et al., 2018; Adams, et al., 2020). However, only a
handful of studies have sought to identify mediators of developmental OPC
proliferation. The majority of proposed mediators of OPC proliferation have been
identified for their contribution as both chemotactic and mitogenic signals for OPCs
during development (Figure 1-1B). For example, Cxcl1 and Cxcl12 have opposite
effects on OPC migration, but are both purported to stimulate OPC proliferation
(Watson, et al., 2020). Additionally, the Met signaling pathway has been shown to
promote OPC proliferation, which I explore further in Chapter III (Ohya, et al., 2007).
In Chapter IV, I present evidence demonstrating that Ntn1 may also influence OPC
proliferation.
Beyond these dual mediators of migration and proliferation, a handful of
canonical mediators of proliferation have been identified, such as GDE3
(glycerophosphodiester phosphodiesterase 3), which negatively regulates OPC
proliferation and ASCL1, a transcriptional regulator that is required to stimulate OPC
proliferation (Kelenis, et al. 2018; Dobrowolski, et al. 2020). The identification of these
mediators of OPC proliferation indicates that achieving the appropriate number of
OPCs during development involves a complex balance of positive and negative
modulators of OPC proliferation. Additionally, a recent study demonstrates that axonOPC interactions also play a role in regulating OPC proliferation and that increased
Ca2+ signaling through AMPA-receptors at axon-OPC synapses directly increases OPC
proliferation (Chen, et al., 2018). This feedback loop from neuronal signaling to
increasing OPC proliferation indicates that the niche that OPCs occupy is also directly
regulating the number of OPCs present. Taken together, these studies demonstrate that
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OPC proliferation is regulated through intrinsic mediators during their initial migratory
phase and by axon-glial signaling in the OPC niche following developmental migration.
Proposed mediators of OPC contact-mediated repulsion
The least investigated process of OPC tiling is CMR. Foundational studies
demonstrated that OPCs retract their process and alter their direction of migration
following contact with other OPCs (Kirby, et al., 2006; Hughes, et al., 2013). The
majority of investigations into CMR have examined the role of CMR in the dispersal of
various neuronal cell types during development (Noren & Pasquale, 2004; Egea &
Klein, 2007; Grueber & Sagasti, 2010; Villar-Cerviño, et al., 2013). Canonical mediators
of CMR are transmembrane proteins capable of bi-directional signaling, such as EphEphrin signaling, Dscams (Down syndrome cell adhesion molecules), and Lingo1
(Leucine-Rich Repeat And Immunoglobulin-Like Domain-Containing Nogo ReceptorInteracting Protein 1) (Zimmer, et al., 2003; Noren & Pasquale, 2004; Millard, et al.,
2007; Mayor & Carmona-Fontaine, 2010). Ephrin signaling and Lingo1 have been
implicated in influencing axon-OPC interactions and OPC positioning (Prestoz, et al.,
2004; Jepson, et al., 2012). In Chapter IV, I investigate a lingo1a mutant that
demonstrates tiling defects consistent with what would be expected if lingo1a is involved
in CMR. Additionally, in an RNA-seq experiment conducted by Dr. Andrew Latimer,
OPCs were shown to uniquely express the zebrafish Dscam orthologs, dscama and
dscamb. A recently published paper that conducted single-cell RNA-seq on OPCs
derived from the human cortex found that DSCAM is uniquely enriched in these cells
(Huang, et al., 2020). However, knock-down of DSCAM using shRNA showed no
effect on OPC CMR (Huang, et al., 2020). In Chapter IV, I also demonstrate no change
in OPC CMR in dscama mutants compared to wildtype. Intriguingly, however, Huang,
et. al., found PCDH15 to be uniquely expressed by OPCs and demonstrated that
inhibiting PCDH15 resulted in a failure of OPCs to separate and migrate away from
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each other following cell division (2020). This exciting new discovery lays the
groundwork for investigating the contribution of CMR to OPC tiling by modulating
this newly identified mediator of OPC CMR.
Using zebrafish as a model for studying OPC tiling
To study OPC tiling dynamics in the developing spinal cord, I utilize zebrafish
as a vertebrate model. Zebrafish have a number of advantages compared to other model
species because the rapid ex utero development of optically-transparent zebrafish
embryos allows for non-invasive imaging of OPC tiling behaviors (Meyers, 2018).
Additionally, the advent of CRISPR/Cas9 technology and the use of Tol2 transposable
elements to make transgenic zebrafish lines allows for the rapid investigation of OPC
development utilizing genetic manipulations, such as gene knock-down, dominant
negative inhibition of signaling, and fluorescent labeling of OPCs in the developing
spinal cord (Kawakami, 2004; Hwang, et al., 2013).
In this dissertation, I demonstrate the contributions of various molecular
mediators to OPC tiling behaviors. In Chapter III, I demonstrate the first in vivo
investigation into the contribution of the Met signaling pathway to initiating OPC
migration and show that Met is required for OPC migration and proliferation during
the migratory phase of OPC tiling. Additionally, I identify that radial glia secrete the
Met ligand, Hgf, in the spinal cord, which then causes OPCs to initiate migration.
Characterization of the Met signaling pathway from the source of the ligand, Hgf, to
the cell-autonomous expression of the Met receptor on OPCs during developmental
tiling demonstrates the type of comprehensive approach that needs to be taken with
other proposed mediators of tiling in order to fully understand the temporal regulation
of the molecular mechanisms that drive OPC tiling. In Chapter IV, I demonstrate the
contributions of novel mediators of OPC tiling behaviors, primarily focused on
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proliferation and CMR. I present evidence that lingo1a is a novel mediator of OPC CMR.
I also present evidence for a novel role of ntn1 in mediating proliferation of OPCs.
Taken together, studies presented in this dissertation demonstrate novel
mediators of OPC tiling that expand our understanding of glial tiling and spinal cord
development.
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Chapter II
Materials and Methods
Materials and methods presented in this chapter apply to all experiments
presented in this dissertation and should be used as a reference for all subsequent
chapters.
Zebrafish Husbandry
All animal studies were approved by the University of Virginia Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee. Zebrafish strains used in this study were: AB*, metuva38, metfh534,
Tg(sox10(4.9):tagrfp)uva5,Tg(olig2:egfp)vu12 (Shin, et al., 2003); Tg(sox10(7.2):mrfp)vu234
(Kucenas,

et

al.,

2008);

metegfp,

Tg(sox10(4.9):DNmet::IRES:egfp;

cry:egfp)uva40;

Tg(olig1(5.3):DNmet::IRES:egfp; cry:egfp)uva39; hgfafh529 (Isabella, et al., 2020), ftl, dscamaΔ5bp,
and lingo1auva28. Table 1 denotes abbreviations used for each mutant and transgenic line.
Embryos were raised at 28.5°C in egg water and staged by hours or days post
fertilization (hpf and dpf, respectively) (Kimmel, et al., 1995). Embryos of either sex
were used for all experiments. Phenyl-thiourea (PTU)(0.004%) (Sigma) in egg water was
used to reduce pigmentation for imaging. Stable, germline transgenic lines were used in
all experiments.
Table 1. Zebrafish lines used in this study and their genotypes
Full Name

Abbreviation

Reference

AB*

wildtype

Tg(olig2:egfp)vu12

olig2:egfp

Shin et al. 2003

Tg(sox10(4.9):tagrfp)uva5

sox10:tagrfp

Zhu et al. 2019

metfh555Tg

metegfp

Ali et al. 2021

Tg(sox10(7.2):mrfp)vu234

sox10:mrfp

Kucenas et al. 2008
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metuva38

met-/-

Ali et al. 2021

Tg(sox10(4.9):DNmet::IRES:egfp;

sox10:DNmet

Ali et al. 2021

cry:egfp)uva40
Tg(olig1(5.3):DNmet::IRES:EGFP; olig1:DNmet

Ali et al. 2021

cry:EGFP)uva39
hgfafh529

hgfa-/-

Isabella et al. 2020

metfh534

metfh534/fh534

Ali et al. 2021

failure to launch

ftl-/-

This dissertation

dscamaΔ5bp

dscamaΔ5bp/Δ5bp

This dissertation

lingo1auva28

lingo1a-/-

This dissertation

Generation of transgenic lines
All constructs were generated using the Tol2kit Gateway-based cloning system (Kwan,
et al., 2007). Vectors used for making the expression constructs were p5E-sox10(-4.9)
(Carney, et al., 2006), p5E-olig1(-5.3) (Ali et al. 2021), pME-DNmet (Ali et al. 2021),
p3E-IRES-EGFPpA, and pDestTol2pA2 destination vector (Kwan, et al., 2007).
To generate p5E-olig1, 5.3 kb of sequence immediately upstream of the olig1 gene
(Ensembl: ENSDARG00000040948) was amplified from wildtype genomic DNA
using the following primers: forward 5’-GTATGAAGCCTCTTGGCACAG-3’ and
reverse 5’-CTGAAAAAAGATATTCAGAGAACATGG-3’, as previously described
(Auer et al. 2018). The resulting PCR product was subcloned into pENTR™ 5´-TOPO
(Invitrogen) to generate a p5E entry for Gateway cloning and was verified by
sequencing. The olig1 promoter was created by Dr. Laura Fontenas.
To generate pME-DNmet, I used the Q5 Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (NEB) and
generated site-specific mutations in met cDNA, which we generated used RT-PCR as
11

described

below,

using

the

following

primers:

forward

CAACATCGACAAAATGACACCCTTCCCCTCTCTCATATCATCTCAG-3’
reverse,

5’and
5’-

ACGAAGGTGGTGTTCAGGAGGATGAAGTGCTCTCCGCTGAAGC-3’.

I

confirmed the mutations using sequencing, then subcloned the cDNA containing the
DNmet mutations into pME-MCS to generate a pME entry for Gateway cloning. p5E,
pME, and p3E-IRES-EGFPpA vectors were ligated into destination vectors through
LR reactions (Ashton, et al., 2012). Final constructs were amplified, verified by
restriction digest, and sequenced to confirm the insertions. To generate stable
transgenic lines, plasmid DNAs were microinjected at a concentration of 25 ng/μL in
combination with 10 ng/μL Tol2 transposase mRNA at the one-cell stage and screened
for founders (Kawakami, 2004).
The metfh555Tg enhancer trap line was generated using the CRISPR/Cas9-mediated
knock-in strategy described in (Kimura, et al., 2014). 1 nL of a cocktail of the following
components was injected into one-cell stage embryos: 66.6 ng/μL each of 3 CRISPR
guide RNAs targeting within or just upstream of the met 5’ UTR (target sequences
GGTCTCGGGATGGGATGCGA,

GGTTCTCTCCGCAAACGCTG,

and

GGGTAAGCGGGTTCGCTGAT), 200 ng/μL Mbait gRNA, 20 ng/μL Mbaithsp70-GFP plasmid, 800 ng/μL Cas9 protein (PNABio #CP02). Founders were
screened for GFP expression replicating the known met expression pattern.
The metfh534 allele was made using standard CRISPR/Cas9 mutagenesis protocol (Talbot
& Amacher, 2014). One cell stage embryos were injected with 100 pg each of 2 CRISPR
guide

RNAs

(target

sequences

GGTTCTGGCCATCTGGCTCG

and GGCTTCGGCTGCGTGTTTCA) and 500 pg Cas9 protein, and F1 mutant
animals were identified by sequencing. metfh534 is a 25bp deletion starting at nucleotide
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3275 of the coding sequence, resulting in a frameshift at amino acid 1093 and a
premature stop at amino acid 1105. The metfh555Tg enhancer trap line and metfh534 allele
were generated in the lab of Dr. Cecilia Moens by Dr. Adam Isabella.
In vivo imaging
Embryos were anesthetized with 0.01% 3-aminobenzoic acid ester (Tricaine), immersed
in 0.8% low-melting point agarose and mounted in glass-bottomed 35 mm Petri dishes
(Electron Microscopy Sciences). After mounting, the Petri dish was filled with egg water
containing PTU and Tricaine. A 40X water objective (NA = 1.1) mounted on a
motorized Zeis AxioObserver Z1 microscope equipped with a Quorum WaveFX-X1
(Quorum Technologies) or Andor CSU-W1 (Oxford Instruments) spinning disc
confocal system was used to capture all images. Images were imported into MetaMorph
(Molecular Devices) and/or ImageJ. Time-lapse images were analyzed using cell
tracking software as previously described in (Wang, et al., 2018). All images were then
imported in Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator. Adjustments were limited to levels,
contrast, and cropping.
Cell tracking software
The cell tracking software was generated in the lab of Dr. Guoqiang Yu by Dr. Yinxue
Wang. For quantification and motility analysis of OPCs, we developed an automated
software to detect and track motile cells in time-lapse imaging experiments of olig2:egfp
embryos and larvae (Wang, et al., 2018). To correct for photobleaching, we normalized
fluorescence intensity to an identical mean and an identical variance at all time points
and to account for long-term image shift due to larval growth, we used global image
registration. For intra-frame detection and segmentation of all cells, we applied the cell
detection algorithm SynQuant to map the second-order derivative transformed
intensity (Wang, et al., 2020). The under-segmentation and over-segmentation in intra-
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frame detection were then corrected by imposing temporal consistency of
segmentation, which was modeled as an optimization problem. Rapid motion was
detected by testing regional intensity change and to link the detections, we adapted our
established algorithm muSSP to a mixed motion model form (Wang, et al., 2019).
The motion patterns of all obtained traces were then analyzed to obtain a quantification
of cell motility and to distinguish OPCs from other cells in the field of view. The
distance traveled was calculated by adding up the magnitude of displacement between
any two consecutive time points and the instantaneous velocity of any olig2+ OPC was
approximated by the average velocity between two consecutive time points, while the
instantaneous speed was the magnitude of it. The overall average speed was the distance
traveled divided by time period and we identified OPCs from neighboring cells by
hypothesis testing on the instantaneous velocity. Assuming the majority of cells in the
field of view were not moving, the null distribution was learned by fitting a multivariate
Gaussian distribution to all instantaneous velocity values of the obtained traces. Any
cell whose trace once had significantly high instantaneous velocity was identified as an
OPC.
Wholemount Immunohistochemistry
Dechorionated embryos and larvae were fixed with 4% PFA for 1 hour at room
temperature (RT), washed in PBSTX (1% Triton X-100, 1x PBS) for 5 min, followed
by a 5 minute wash with DWTx (1% Triton X-100 in DH2O), then permeabilized in
acetone at RT for 5 min and at -20 °C for 10 min, followed by a 5 min wash with
PBSTx. Embryos were then blocked in 5% goat serum/PBSTx for 1 hr, incubated in
primary antibody with 5% goat serum/PBSTx for 1 hr at RT and overnight at 4°C.
Embryos were washed extensively with PBSTx at RT and incubated in secondary
antibody overnight at 4°C. After antibody incubation, embryos were washed extensively
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with PBSTx and stored in PBS at 4°C until imaging. The following antibodies were
used: rabbit anti-Sox10 (1:5000) (Binari, et al., 2013), Alexa Fluor 647 goat anti-rabbit
IgG(H+L) (1:1000; ThermoFisher). Embryos were mounted in glass-bottomed Petri
dishes for imaging as described above.
Immunohistochemistry on sections
Embryos and larvae were fixed in 4% PFA for 2 hr at RT. After fixation, the embryos
were sectioned by embedding them in 1.5% agarose/30% sucrose and frozen in 2methylbutane chilled by immersion in liquid nitrogen. We collected 20 μm transverse
sections on microscope slides using a cryostat microtome. Sections were rehydrated in
PBS for 1 hr and blocked with 5% goat serum/PBS for 1 hr at RT. Primary antibody
incubation was done overnight at 4°C. Secondary antibody incubation was done for 2
hr at RT. Antibodies used were: rabbit anti-Sox10 (1:5000) (Binari, et al., 2013), mouse
3D4 anti-met (1:100; ThermoFisher), mouse anti-Zrf1 (1:1000; ZIRC), mouse antiHGF (1:500; ABclonal), Alexa Fluor 647 goat anti-rabbit IgG(H+L)(1:1000), and Alexa
Fluor 568 goat anti-mouse IgG(H+L) (1:1000). Sections were covered with AquaPoly/Mount (Polysciences). A 63X oil objective (NA = 1.4) mounted on a motorized
Zeiss AxioObserver Z1 microscope equipped with a Quorum WaveFX-X1(Quorum
Technologies) or Andor CSU-W1 (Andor Oxford Instruments) spinning disc confocal
system was used to capture all images. Images were imported into Image J and Adobe
Photoshop and Illustrator. Adjustments were limited to levels, contrast, and cropping.
In situ hybridization
Larvae were fixed in 4% PFA at 4°C overnight and stored in 100% methanol at -20°C
and processed for in situ RNA hybridization as previously described (Hauptmann &
Gerster, 2000). Plasmids were linearized with appropriate restriction enzymes and
cRNA preparation was carried out using Roche DIG-labeling reagents and RNA
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polymerases (NEB). I used previously published probes for olig2 (Park, et al., 2002),
ntn1a (Vanderlaan, et al., 2005), hgfa (Haines, et al., 2004), and mbpa. Mag, cldnk, cd59,
and ntn1b probes were generated using the following primers: mag (forward primer: 5’CACGCACTCAGATGGGTACA-3’,

primer:

5’-

TAATACGACTCACTATAGGTTAAACTTTGAGCCCAGGAGC-3’),

cldnk

(forward

primer:

reverse

5’-TCACAGCCTTCATCGGGAAC-3’,

reverse

primer:

5’-

TAATACGACTCACTATAGGTCCAGCAAACAGGCACAAG-3’), cd59 (forward
primer:

5’-GCCTGCTTGTCTGTCTACGA-3’;

reverse

TAATACGACTCACTATAGAGGTGACGAGATTAGCTGCG-3’),

primer:

5’-

and

ntn1b

(forward primer: 5’-CGTTACACTTACACCGTCCAC-3’, reverse primer: 5’TATAGTGAGTCGTATTAATTTCCGTTACACTTACACCGTCCAC-3’) and t7
RNA polymerase. Sectioning was performed as described above and sections were
covered with Aqua-poly/mount (Polysciences). Images were obtained using a Zeiss
AxioObserver inverted microscope equipped with Zen, using a 63x oil immersion
objective.
Chemical treatments
For glutamate inhibitor experiments, dechorionated sox10:mrfp larvae were treated from
24 hpf to 72 hpf with 1% Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSO) or DL-threo-β-Benzyloxyaspartic
acid (DL-TBOA or TBOA) (Tocris) at either 0.2 or 0.4 mM in PTU egg water.
In our initial small molecule screen, dechorionated olig2:egfp larvae were treated with 10
μm kinase inhibitor in 1% DMSO in PTU egg water from 24 to 76 hours post
fertilization (hpf). Kinase inhibitors used were 1 of 430 kinase inhibitors from the L1200
Kinase Inhibitor Library (Selleck Chem), MK-2461 (Selleck Chem), or Trichostatin-A
(TSA) (Selleck Chem). Control siblings were treated with 1% DMSO in PTU egg water.
The small molecule screen was conducted in triplicate.
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For the EdU incorporation assay, larvae were treated with 0.4 mM EdU in 4% DMSO
for 6 hours in PTU egg water at 28.5°C then fixed for 1 hr in 4% PFA at RT. Larvae
were washed for 5 min with 1X PBSTX, 5 min in DWTX, then permeabilized with
cold acetone for 10 min at −20 °C and stained for EdU using the Click-it EdU Cell
Proliferation kit for Imaging with Alexa Fluor 647 dye (ThermoFisher), as detailed in
the kit protocol. Click-it reaction was performed for 1 hr at RT and thoroughly washed
overnight with PBSTX prior to imaging.
Genotyping
Genomic DNA was extracted using HotSHOT (hot sodium hydroxide and tris) and
PCR was performed using GoTaq green master mix (Promega) (Truett, et al., 2000).
The

primers

used

for

genotyping

metuva38

ATCGTACGCATGTGTTCTTCAG-3’

are
and

as

follows:
reverse

forward

5’5’-

TGATGTCCGTGATGGAGATAAG-3’. The primers used for genotyping metfh534 are
as follows: forward 5’-AATCTCTGCCATGTTTTCCTGT-3’ and reverse 5’AGTCCAAAACTATCCCAAGCAA-3’. The primers used for genotyping dscamaΔ5bp
are as follows: forward 5’- GGCATCCCTACTAACCACACAT-3’ and reverse 5’AAGTGGAAGATCTGGAGAGTGC-3’. The primers used for genotyping lingo1auva28
are as follows: forward 5’- GCAAGAATCGAATCAAAACCAT-3’ and reverse 5’CTGGAACATGTAGTCCAGCAGA-3’.
RT-PCR
mRNA was extracted and cDNA synthesized as described previously (Peterson &
Freeman, 2009) with the use of a RNA easy Mini kit (Qiagen) and High-capacity cDNA
Reverse Transcription kit (Applied Biosystems) according to manufacturer instructions.
Equal amounts of mRNA were used for cDNA synthesis, and PCR was performed
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using GoTaq green master mix (Promega). The following primers were used: ef1α
forward:

5’-GAGACTGGTGTCCTCAAGCC-3’

CCAACGTTGTCACCAGGAGT-3’,

metuva38

and

ATCGTACGCATGTGTTCTTCAG-3’

and

and

reverse:
forward:

reverse:

5’5’5’-

TGATGTCCGTGATGGAGATAAG-3’.
Morpholino injections
Netrin1a and b morpholinos (MOs) were obtained from Gene Tools, LLC: ntn1a-202,
5’-GCATCAGAGACTCTCAACATCCTCG-3’

and

ntn1b-202,

5’-

CGCACGTTACCAAAATCCTTATCAT-3’. MOs were suspended in sterile dH2O
and injected into wildtype embryos at 0.6 mM for ntn1a and b individually or 0.4 mM
for each MO when injected together.
TUNEL Assay
Embryos were fixed and sectioned as described above. Sections were fixed for 10
minutes with 1% PFA at RT, washed for 2x 5 minutes with 1X PBS, incubated for 5
minutes in Ethanol:Acetic Acid (2:1) at -20°C, then washed again for 2x 5 minutes with
1X PBS. Sections were then equilibrated for 60 minutes with ddH2O, then incubated in
TdT enzyme for 60 mins at 37°C, followed by 3x 1 min PBS washes. Anti-DIG
antibody was applied for 30 min in the dark then washed continuously for 40 minutes
with PBS and mounted with Vecta-shield (Vector Labs).
Statistical Analysis
GraphPad PRISM 9 software was used to plot data and perform statistical analyses.
Pairwise comparison p-values involving only 2 groups were calculated using a Student’s
two-tailed t-test. Pairwise comparison p-values involving more than 2 groups were
calculated using a one-way ANOVAs followed by Dunnett’s Multiple Comparison tests
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or Tukey’s Multiple Comparison test. The data in plots and the text are presented as
means ± SEM.
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Chapter III
The Met Signaling Pathway in Oligodendrocyte Progenitor Cell Tiling
Abstract
Oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs) are a group of highly motile cells in the
central nervous system (CNS) that migrate rapidly until they occupy distinct, nonoverlapping domains throughout the CNS. This migration is part of the overall
developmental OPC process termed tiling that is comprised of migration, proliferation,
and contact-mediated repulsion. Using live in vivo imaging in zebrafish larvae in
combination with various molecular genetic techniques, I demonstrate that the Met
signaling pathway, comprised of the ligand, hepatocyte growth factor (Hgf), and the
receptor, Met, is required for two aspects of OPC tiling: migration and proliferation. By
utilizing zebrafish as a vertebrate model, I conducted the first in vivo investigation into
the role of Met signaling and OPC tiling.
Introduction
During vertebrate spinal cord development, OPCs are specified from ventral
gliogenic precursors (Warf et al. 1991; Lu et al. 2000; Dimou et al. 2008; Ravanelli et al.
2018). Immediately following specification, these cells undergo a process termed tiling
where they actively disperse throughout the spinal cord, ultimately forming nonoverlapping domains with neighboring OPCs (Hughes, et al., 2013; De Biase, et al.,
2017). Although tiling is a behavior that has been extensively studied in the context of
neuronal development, very few studies have characterized these events in glia
(Cameron & Rao, 2010; Grueber & Sagasti, 2010; Villar-Cerviño, et al., 2013; Nichols,
et al., 2018). The process of OPC tiling is comprised of three main cellular behaviors:
migration, proliferation, and contact-mediated repulsion. Though the phenomenon of
OPC tiling is well-described, the molecular mediators of this process remain largely
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unknown. What has been identified are a number of chemoattractant or chemorepellent
molecules that influence OPC migration (Spassky, et al., 2002; Tsai, et al., 2002; Jarjour,
et al., 2003; Tsai, 2006). In this study, I sought to identify, in an unbiased manner,
molecular mediators that govern the initial migration of OPCs during developmental
tiling. Using an unbiased small molecule screen, I identified several pathways, including
Met signaling, as essential mediators of OPC migration.
Previous in vitro studies revealed that hepatocyte growth factor (Hgf), the ligand
for Met, acts as a chemotactic signal for OPCs (Yan & Rivkees, 2002; Lalive, et al.,
2005; Ohya, et al., 2007). Met, also known as scatter factor receptor or Hgf receptor, is
a widely studied receptor tyrosine kinase that is involved in a number of morphogenetic
processes during embryogenesis, including regulating cellular migration and motility
(Soriano, et al., 1995; Prat, et al., 1998; Birchmeier & Gherardi, 1998; Viticchiè, et al.,
2015; J. Zhang & Babic, 2015). In particular, OPCs in culture, upon application of Hgf,
exhibit increased migration and proliferation (Yan & Rivkees, 2002; Lalive, et al., 2005;
Ohya, et al., 2007). Additionally, it is well documented that OPCs express the c-Met
receptor (Kilpatrick, et al., 2000; Lalive, et al., 2005; Ohya, et al., 2007; Mela &
Goldman, 2013). Though these studies established foundational work supporting Met
as a possible mediator of OPC migration, further investigation into the role of Met
signaling in regulating developmental OPC migration in vivo were impeded because
mouse Met mutants are embryonic lethal.
In order to study the role of Met signaling in vivo, I utilized zebrafish as a
vertebrate model. Because zebrafish embryos receive maternal mRNAs, including met
mRNA from their mother (Latimer & Jessen, 2008), zebrafish met mutants are able to
successfully complete embryogenesis and can therefore be used to investigate later
developmental processes, including OPC migration. In fact, many recent studies have
used zebrafish embryos and larvae lacking Met function to study a number of
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development processes including motor axon targeting and migratory muscle precursor
migration (Talbot, et al., 2019; Nord, et al., 2019; Isabella, et al., 2020).
Here, I describe the identification of the Met receptor as an essential mediator
of OPC migration. Using a combination of pharmacological and genetic manipulations
with in vivo, time-lapse imaging and a new software to analyze OPC migration dynamics,
I demonstrate that Met signaling is required for the initial, dorsal migration of OPCs
during development of the vertebrate spinal cord. Furthermore, by modulating Met
signaling using cell-specific drivers, I show that Met signaling acts cell-autonomously
within OPCs. Together, my results demonstrate that Met signaling regulates initial OPC
migration during developmental tiling.
Results
Met inhibition impairs developmental OPC migration
While the phenomena of OPC migration and tiling are well known, few
mediators of this process have been identified. Therefore, to identify molecular
mediators of OPC tiling, I conducted an unbiased kinase inhibitor screen in zebrafish
embryos and larvae. To do this, I treated olig2:egfp zebrafish embryos, where olig2
regulatory sequences drive expression of GFP in motor neurons and oligodendrocyte
lineage cells (OLCs), with 1% DMSO as a control, 0.2 μM Trichostatin A (TSA) in 1%
DMSO, or 10 μM of 1 of 430 kinase inhibitors from the Selleck Kinase Inhibitor
Library in 1% DMSO. I used TSA as a positive control because it is a histone
deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor that blocks OPC specification and, therefore, embryos
treated with this compound would not exhibit OPC migration into the dorsal spinal
cord (Cunliffe & Casaccia-Bonnefil, 2006) (Figure 3-1A and B). I treated the embryos
from 24 hours post fertilization (hpf), which is prior to OPC specification, until 76 hpf,
which is during the middle-to-late migratory phase of these cells. By treating prior to
OPC specification, I sought to identify molecular mediators that affect OPC migration,
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but do not block OPC specification. If I observed a complete absence of OPC
migration, similar to that which occurs in the presence of TSA, then it is possible that
the small molecule affected either OPC specification or migration. However, if I saw
defects in migration, but there were still OPCs present, then the kinase inhibitor likely
did not affect specification.
A

Drug Treatment

0 hpf

24 hpf

B

76 hpf;
DMSO

76 hpf

TSA

- Hit

+ Hit

430

pMN Dorsal SC

Screen

76 hpf,

C
DMSO

D
PD318088
(MEK1 and
MEK2 inhibitor)

E
Dovitinib
(RTK inhibitor)

F
Linifanib
(VEGFR/PDGFR
inhibitor)

Figure 3-1. Kinase inhibitor screen identifies small molecules that alter OPC migration. (A) Schematic
of the kinase inhibitor screen and treatment paradigm that tested 430 kinase inhibitors for developmental
OPC migration defects. Trichostatin A (TSA), which inhibits OPC specification, was used as a positive
Figure 3-1 Kinase inhibitor screen identifies small molecules that alter OPC migration
Low magnification images of lateral views of 76 hpf olig2:egfp zebrafish larvae spinal cords treated with (A) DMSO, (B) PD318088
(Mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 1 (MEK1) and MEK2 inhbititor), (C) Dovitinib (Receptor Tyrosine Kinase inhibitor), and (D)
Linifanib (VEGFR/PDGFR inhibitor). Arrows denote OPCs.
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control. (B) Cartoon of a lateral view of 76 hpf olig2:egfp larvae spinal cord showing DMSO (negative
control), TSA (positive control), and examples of possible hits: reduced OPCs in the dorsal spinal cord (SC)
and increased OPCs in the dorsal SC. pMN denotes pMN domain. (C-F) Low magnification images of
lateral views of 76 hpf olig2:egfp larvae spinal cords treated with (C) DMSO, (D) PD318088 (Mitogenactivated protein kinase kinase 1 (MEK1) and MEK2 inhibitor), (E) Dovitinib (Receptor Tyrosine Kinase
(RTK) inhibitor), and (F) Linifanib (Vascular endothelial growth factor receptor (VEGFR)/PDGFR inhibitor).
Arrowheads denote OPCs. Yellow dashed lines mark the extent of the spinal cord.

At 76 hpf, I first screened drug-treated larvae to confirm that overall larval
morphology was indistinguishable compared to DMSO-treated larvae. I then
individually screened drug-treated larvae for changes in OPC migration by looking for
either an increase or decrease in the number of olig2+ cells in the dorsal spinal cord
compared to DMSO-treated controls (Figure 3-1B). From our screen of 430 kinase
inhibitors, I identified 19 compounds that resulted in increased numbers of OPCs in
the dorsal spinal cord, and 35 compounds that resulted in decreased numbers of OPCs
in the dorsal spinal cord. Figure 3-1C-F contains examples of hits that either increased
or decreased OPC numbers. One exciting “hit” was in larvae treated with MK2461, a
c-Met inhibitor, in which I observed a decrease in the number of OPCs in the dorsal
spinal cord (Figure 3-2).
To confirm the reduction in migrating OPCs I observed during MK2461
treatment, I used in vivo, time-lapse imaging in 55 hpf olig2:egfp larvae (Figure 3-2A). In
these movies, I see a significant reduction in the number of dorsally migrating OPCs
(Figure 3-2A). However, we did observe active OPC migration in the ventral spinal
cord, indicating that OPCs are specified, but exhibit migration defects (Figure 3-2A).
For quantification and motility analyses of OPCs, in collaboration with the Yu Lab and
Virginia Tech, we developed an automated software to detect and track motile olig2+
OPCs distinct from olig2+ cells in pMN domain, which contains a mixture of motile
OPCs and non-motile motor neuron cells and precursors (Wang, et al., 2018). Using
this cell tracking software, I assessed the migratory behaviors of OPCs in time-lapse
movies from 55 to 74 hpf. From these analyses, I found that the number of migratory
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OPCs was significantly reduced in MK2461-treated larvae compared to control larvae
(p < 0.0001) (Figure 3-2B). Specifically, I observed significantly reduced numbers of
dorsally, but not ventrally, migrating OPCs in MK2461-treated larvae compared to
DMSO-treated controls in a 3-somite window (p < 0.0001) (Figure 3-2C and D).
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60 hpf

60 hpf
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p < 0.0001

D
20

30
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15
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10
0

20

p < 0.0001

15

20

e

C
Number of dorsally
migrating OPCs from
55 to 72 hpf

Number of migrating
OPCs from 55 to 72 hpf
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10 μM MK2461

Number of ventrally
migrating OPCs from
55 to 72 hpf

olig2:egfp

A

5
0
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5
0

10 µM MK2461

DMSO

10 µM MK2461

Figure 3-2. Kinase inhibitor screen identifies Met as mediator of dorsal OPC migration. (A) Images
taken from 18 hour time-lapse movies of DMSO and MK2461-treated 55 hpf olig2:egfp larvae. Yellow
Figure 3-2. Take from paper final

arrowheads denote dorsally migrating OPCs. Yellow dashed line denotes ventral edge of the spinal cord.
(B-D) Quantifications taken from time-lapse movies of DMSO (n = 7) and MK2461-treated (n = 7) larvae in
(A). Mean with SEM. Statistical test: Student’s t-test. Scale bar, 20 μm.

I next wanted to determine if treatment with MK2461 altered other aspects of
OPC migration, including velocity and distance traveled. To do this, I used our celltracking software to analyze our time-lapses, like those shown in Figure 3-2A, for the
velocity and distance traveled of individually migrating OPCs. In general, MK2461treatment did not alter velocity or distance traveled when looking at all OPCs compared
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to control larvae (Figure 3-3). However, the dorsally migrating, and not the ventrally
migrating, OPCs traveled a shorter distance compared to DMSO-treated control larvae
(p = 0.0069) (Figure 3-3C and E). The average velocity of migration for dorsally and
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Figure3-3.
3-3 Met inhibition alters the distance that dorsal OPCs migrate. (A-F) Quantifications taken
(A-F). Quantifications taken from timelapse images of DMSO (n = 7) and MK2461 (n = 7) treated larvae in (1C). Student’s t-test.
from
time-lapse movies of DMSO (n = 7) and MK2461-treated (n = 7) larvae in (Figure 1C). Mean with SEM.

Statistical test: Student’s t-test.
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ventrally migrating OPCs was not affected by MK2461 treatment (Figure3-3D and F).
It is likely that because there were fewer dorsally migrating OPCs, those that did migrate
dorsally did not have to travel as far to avoid neighboring OPCs, which would result in
a shorter distance travelled. Taken together, I observed that treatment with MK2461
resulted in a reduction in the number of OPCs that migrate dorsally during development
and Met, therefore, is a mediator of OPC dynamics during development.
Zebrafish OPCs express Met
Previous in vitro studies of mouse and rat OPCs used antibody labeling to show
that OPCs express the Met receptor (Kilpatrick, et al., 2000; Lalive, et al., 2005; Ohya,
et al., 2007; Mela & Goldman, 2013). Therefore, I wanted to determine if zebrafish
OPCs also express Met. To investigate Met expression in OLCs, I used the c-Met 3D4
antibody to label Met+ cells in conjunction with an antibody specific to zebrafish sox10
to label 3 days post fertilization (3 dpf) olig2:egfp zebrafish larvae to observe c-Met
expression in OLCs. I then imaged transverse sections through the spinal cord of
antibody-labeled larvae and observed Met+/sox+/olig2+ cells in the spinal cord (Figure
3-4A). Interestingly, not all sox10+/olig2+ cells were Met+, indicating that there are
populations of both Met+ and Met- OLCs (Figure 3-4A).
To confirm these findings, I used a new enhancer trap transgenic line, metegfp,
where eGFP is under met regulation due to CRISPR-targeted insertion immediately
upstream of the endogenous met gene, to asses met expression in OLCs from 48 to 96
hpf (Kimura, et al., 2014). To label OLCs, I labeled metegfp embryos and larvae with our
sox10 antibody (Figure 3-4B). I then imaged the spinal cord and quantified the number
of met+/ sox10+ cells. I found that at 48 hpf, just prior to OPC migration, a large
percentage of sox10+ OPCs were met+ (78.95%) (Figure 3-4C). By 55 hpf, only 64.68%
of sox10+ OPCs were met+ and this level of met+ OPCs stayed roughly constant through
72 hpf, where 61.76% were met+ (Figure 3-4C). The consistent expression of met in the
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Figure 3-4. Zebrafish OLCs express Met. (A) Transverse sections of a 3 dpf olig2:egfp larvae spinal
cord labeled with antibodies to sox10 (blue) and Met (magenta). Yellow open arrowheads denote Met+
OLCs. White arrowheads denote Met- OLCs. Yellow dashed circle denotes boundary of the spinal cord.
(B) Lateral view of metegfp spinal cords at 48, 55, 72, and 96 hpf labeled with a sox10 antibody. Asterisks
denote examples of met+ motor neurons. Magenta-filled yellow arrowheads denote sox10+/met+ OPCs,
white arrowheads denote sox10+/met- OLCs. Yellow dashed line denotes ventral edge of the spinal cord.
(C) Percentage of OPCs that are sox10+ and metegfp+ in 322 μm of spinal cord at 48 hpf (n = 18), 55 hpf (n
= 12), 72 hpf (n = 14), and 96 hpf (n = 10). Mean with SEM. Statistical test: 1-way ANOVA with Tukey’s
Multiple Comparison Test. Scale bars, 10 μm (A), 20 μm (B).

majority of OPCs from 55 to 72 hpf is consistent with the major migratory period of
OPCs, which occurs during the same time window. By 96 hpf, when most OLCs have
completed their migration and many are initiating myelination of spinal cord axons, the
population of OLCs that expressed met was decreased significantly to 8.56% (Figure 34C). These findings are consistent with previous investigations demonstrating that
OPCs must down-regulate expression of Met in order to differentiate into
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oligodendrocytes (Ohya, et al., 2007). From these expression studies, I conclude that
zebrafish OPCs express Met.
Met inhibition reduces OPC numbers
Because I observed Met expression in migratory OPCs, I next sought to more
closely investigate the effect of MK2461 on their migration. First, I conducted a dose
response curve using the same treatment paradigm as the drug screen described above
by treating 24 hpf olig2:egfp larvae with a 1% DMSO control or increasing doses of
MK2461 in 1% DMSO and quantified the number of olig2+ OPCs in the dorsal spinal
cord at 76 hpf. I found that increasing doses of MK2461 resulted in decreasing numbers
of OPCs in the dorsal spinal cord of olig2:egfp larvae at 76 hpf compared to DMSOtreated larvae (p < 0.0001) (Figure 3-5A). To more directly assay the positioning and
number of OPCs in control and drug-treated larvae, I used serial sectioning in 76 hpf
olig2:egfp;sox10:mrfp larvae treated with 1% DMSO or MK2461 in 1% DMSO and
quantified the number and location of olig2+/sox10+ cells (Figure 3-5B). These studies
revealed that the overall number of OLCs was reduced in the spinal cord of MK2461treated larvae when compared to controls (Figure 3-5C), and the decrease affected both
the number of dorsal and ventral OLCs (p < 0.0001) (Figure 3-5D and E).
Interestingly, I saw an increase in the number of OLCs in the pMN domain in
larvae treated with MK2461, which indicates that OPCs were specified in MK2461treated larvae and that the migration defect I observed was not simply due to perturbed
specification (p = 0.0349) (Figure 3-5F). Additionally, in contrast to our earlier studies
in whole larvae where I observed that ventral OLCs were unaffected by MK2461
treatment, I saw a significant reduction in this population when I assessed their location
in serial sections (p < 0.0001) (Figure 3-5E). I believe this occurred because it is much
more difficult to observe ventral OLCs in whole-mount olig2:egfp larvae. Additionally,
the overall of reduction of OLCs in MK2461 could be the result of reduced
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proliferation in OPCs, as Met is also implicated in regulating OPC proliferation in in
vitro studies using OPC cell culture (Ohya, et al., 2007).
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Figure 3-5. Met receptor inhibition decreases the number of OLCs in spinal cord. (A) Dose-response
curve of the number of OLCs in the dorsal spinal cord of larvae treated from 24 hpf to 3 dpf with 1% DMSO
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Finally, a growing body of literature suggests that there are functionally different
subsets of OPCs and that these subsets may have an affinity for specific regions of the
CNS, such as the gray matter (GM) or white matter (WM) (Dawson et al. 2000; Birey
and Aguirre 2015; Viganò and Dimou 2016; Spitzer et al. 2018; Kelenis et al. 2018).
Therefore, I wanted to quantify the distribution of OPCs by comparing the ratio of
WM to GM in DMSO- and MK2461-treated zebrafish larvae (Figure 3-5G). Overall,
there was no difference in the WM to GW OPC distribution, indicating that Met
inhibition does not affect overall positioning of OPCs. Taken together, I conclude that
Met mediates OPC migration during development and potentially OPC proliferation,
but does not affect OPC specification or distribution.
Met is required for initial developmental OPC migration
Given the migration phenotype I observed with the c-Met inhibitor, MK2461,
and the expression pattern of Met in zebrafish OLCs, I sought to further investigate
Met as a mediator of OPC migration during development using CRISPR/Cas9
mutagenesis (Hwang, et al., 2013; Hruscha, et al., 2013). Using CHOPCHOP, I
generated a guide RNA (gRNA) specific to exon 2 of the zebrafish met coding sequence
(Labun, et al., 2019). Using this synthesized gRNA, I injected one-cell embryos with the
gRNA for met and Cas9 protein and grew potential founders to adulthood. I then
outcrossed putative founders and screened for frameshift mutations in their offspring
and identified a founder with a mutation that resulted in a 16 base pair insertion into
the second exon of met that results in an early stop codon (Figure 3-6A). This mutation
causes the premature termination in the beta chain of the sema domain resulting in a
truncated polypeptide that would be functionally unable to homodimerize upon Hgf
binding and, therefore, would be unable to initiate downstream signaling
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(Figure 3-6B). Importantly, these mutant larvae had an overall normal morphology and
body length when compared to wildtype siblings (Figure 3-6C). To confirm the
incorporation of a 16 base pair insertion, I isolated RNA from met+/+, met+/-, and met-/larvae and performed RT-PCR. As expected, met heterozygous and homozygous larvae
had a larger band compared to wildtype that was consistent with a 16 bp insertion
(Figure 3-6D). Finally, to confirm that this mutation led to a loss of function mutation
in met, we crossed a heterozygous metuva38 adult with a metfh534 heterozygous adult and
imaged the spinal cord of 72 hpf olig2:egfp mutant larvae (Figure 3-6E). In these
metuva38/fh534 transheterozygous larvae, I observed a significant decrease in dorsal OPCs
in when compared to wildtype siblings (Figure 3-6F).
I next used this new metuva38 allele to assess the role of met in regulating
developmental OPC migration. Using in vivo, time-lapse imaging in combination with
our cell-tracking software in 55 hpf olig2:egfp;met+/+, met+/-, and met-/- larvae, I analyzed
OPC migration (Wang, et al., 2018). This imaging of olig2:egfp;met-/- larvae revealed a
significant decrease in the number of migrating OPCs compared to met+/+ larvae (p =
0.0137) (Figure 3-7A and B). Interestingly, the decrease in OPC migration in the met-/larvae primarily affected dorsally-migrating OPCs (p = 0.0207) (Figure 3-7C). There
was also a decrease in dorsally migrating OPCs in met+/- larvae, which is likely due to
the tightly regulated nature of Met signaling (p = 0.0079) (Figure 3-7C) (Zhang & Babic,
2015). In contrast, ventrally migrating OPCs in met-/- larvae were similar to met+/+ and
met+/- larvae, although there was a trend of reduced numbers of ventral migratory OPCs
(Figure 3-7D). Finally, consistent with our Met inhibitor studies, OPCs showed no
difference in average velocity of migration or distance traveled when met was perturbed
(Figure 3-8). Taken together, these results demonstrate that met is required for dorsal
OPC migration during developmental OPC tiling.
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Interestingly, my new met mutant exhibited ectopic motor neurons (MNs) in both
heterozygous and met mutant larvae (het, p = 0.0242; mutant, p = 0.0373) (Figure 3-7A
and E). Previous studies investigating the role of Met and MNs show are wide range of
potential roles for Met in MN development, however the overall consensus is that Met
is required in a few subpopulations of MNs (Yamamoto, et al., 1997; Caton, et al., 2000;
Tallafuss & Eisen, 2008). One study showed that different subsets of MNs, namely
primary and secondary, respond differently to loss of Met, usually resulting in loss of
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MNs or aberrant axon outgrowth and pathfinding (Tallafuss & Eisen, 2008). In
contrast, Hgf is a chemoattractant for cranial MNs, and disruptions in Hgf and Met
resulted in aberrant axon navigation (Caton, et al., 2000). Given this evidence, in
combination with the ectopic nerves observed in my met mutant, I hypothesize that loss
of met results in aberrant MN axon guidance resulting in ectopic MN exit. Utilizing MNspecific drivers and cell-specific knockout of met could uncover novel roles for Met in
MN development and axon guidance. However, to stay within the scope of this project,
I wanted to first more closely characterize the OPC phenotypes I observed in my met
mutants.
To more closely examine the effect of met mutation on developmental OPC
migration, I performed serial sectioning on 76 hpf olig2:egfp;sox10:mrfp;met+/+, met+/-, and
met-/- larvae. I then imaged transverse sections of the spinal cord and assessed the
location and number of OLCs (Figure 3-9A). Similar to what I observed with the c-Met
inhibitor, I observed a decrease in the overall number of OPCs in met-/- larvae compared
to wildtype siblings (p = 0.0137) (Figure 3-9B). Additionally, I observed a reduction in
the number of OLCs in both the dorsal and ventral portions of the spinal cord in met-/larvae compared to their wildtype siblings (dorsal, p = 0.0335; ventral, p = 0.0014)
(Figure 3-9C and D). This finding is slightly different than what I observed when
looking at whole-mount, lateral views of the spinal cord in our met mutant larvae and
larvae treated with MK2461. However, this difference is likely due to the fact that in
lateral views, it is very difficult to visualize all ventral OLCs because of the expression
of olig2:egfp in ventral spinal cord precursors and motor neurons. Therefore, my findings
here with a careful analysis of OPC location in transverse sections is more accurate.
Additionally, I observed an increase in the number of OLCs in the pMN domain in met/-

larvae compared to wildtype siblings, which is consistent with what I observed in

larvae treated with MK2461 (p = 0.0013) (Figure 3-9E). This data also fits with what I
observed in time-lapse movies of met mutant larvae, where I observed OPCs in the
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pMN domain of the spinal cord extending processes into the dorsal spinal cord that
then failed to migrate dorsally. Similar to the inhibitor treatments, I observed no
difference in the distribution of OPCs in the WM compared to the GW (Figure 3-9F).
The increased number of OPCs in the pMN domain in met-/- larvae compared to
wildtype siblings, and the OPC process extension behavior in our time-lapse imaging
indicate that there is a reduction in the number of OPCs that are able to migrate out of
the pMN domain. This data supports my hypothesis that OPCs require met for initial
migration out of the pMN domain during development, while sparing OPC
specification.
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sections of 76 hpf olig2:egfp;sox10:mrfp met+/+ (n = 7) , met+/- (n = 6), and met-/- (n = 6) larvae. Mean with
SEM. Statistical test: 1-way ANOVA with Tukey’s Multiple Comparison Test. Scale bar, 10 μm.

From these data, I hypothesize that the reduction in the number of OPCs in met/-

larvae could be caused by either a reduction in OPC specification, which would lead

to fewer OLCs in the spinal cord, or a reduction in OPC proliferation, which would
result in wildtype numbers of OPCs during specification, but fewer OPCs during the
migratory period. Met has been implicated in regulating cellular proliferation in a
number of different cell types including hepatocytes, melanocytes, and other epithelial
cell types (Tamagnone & Comoglio, 1997; Prat, et al., 1998; Viticchiè, et al., 2015). To
investigate if the overall decrease of OPCs in met-/- larvae is a consequence of reduced
OPC specification, I did serial sectioning of 48 hpf olig2:egfp;sox10:mrfp;met+/+, met+/-, and
met-/- larvae (Figure 3-10). I chose 48 hpf because it is sufficiently after the window of
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FigureMet
3-10. mutants exhibit wildtype OPC specification. (A) Transverse sections of 48 hpf
olig2:egfp;sox10:mrfp met+/+ and met-/- embryos. Open yellow arrowheads denote sox10+/olig2+ OPCs.
Dashed yellow circle denotes boundary of spinal cord. (B-D) Quantifications of olig2+/sox10+ OPCs from
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Mean with SEM. Statistical test: 1-way ANOVA with Tukey’s Multiple Comparison Test. Scale bar, 10 μm.
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OPC specification which begins at 36 hpf, but prior to the main migratory period of
OPCs which begins at approximately 55 hpf (Kirby et al. 2006; Ravanelli et al. 2018).
In these studies, I found that there was no difference in the number of OPCs in met+/+,
met+/-, and met-/- larvae at 48 hpf, which demonstrates that OPC specification is not
affected by loss of met (Figure 3-10).
With OPC specification being unaffected in met-/- larvae, I next hypothesized that
the reduction in the number of OPCs in met-/- larvae was caused by a decrease in Metdependent OPC proliferation, which has previously been demonstrated (Ohya, et al.,
2007; Gherardi, et al., 2012). To investigate OPC proliferation, I treated
olig2:egfp;sox10:mrfp;met+/+, met+/-, and met-/- larvae with EdU (5-ethynyl-2’-deoxyuridine)
from 70 to 74 hpf in order to detect DNA synthesis in proliferative cells (Figure 3-11A).
I then imaged lateral spinal cords of EdU-treated larvae and quantified
olig2+/sox10+/EdU+ OPCs (Figure 3-11B). I observed that met-/- larvae had fewer EdU+
OLCs compared to wildtype and heterozygous siblings at 74 hpf (wt, p = 0.0246;
heterozygous, p = 0.0249) (Figure 3-11C). These results demonstrate that the reduction
in OLCs in met-/- larvae is due to a decrease in proliferation in OPCs and that Met may
also

play

a

role

in

regulating

OPC

proliferation

during

development.

Figure 3-11. Met mutants exhibit reduced OPC proliferation. (A) EdU treatment paradigm. (B) Spinal
cord images of 74 hpf olig2:egfp;sox10:mrfp met+/+ and met-/- zebrafish larvae. Magenta-outlined yellow
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arrowheads denote sox10+/olig2+/EdU+ OPCs. Magenta open arrowheads denote sox10+/olig2+/EdUOLCs. Yellow open arrowheads denote sox10-/olig2-/EdU+ cells. Yellow dashed line denotes ventral edge
of the spinal cord. (C) Quantifications of sox10+/olig2+/EdU+ OLCs from spinal cord images of 76 hpf
olig2:egfp;sox10:mrfp EdU labeled met+/+ (n = 7) , met+/- (n = 8), and met-/- (n = 7) larvae. Mean with SEM.
Statistical test: 1-way ANOVA with Tukey’s Multiple Comparison Test. Scale bars, 20 μm.

Met knock-down in pre-migratory OPCs reduces migration out of the ventral
spinal cord
During development, Met is expressed in a number of developing CNS neural
populations, including motor neurons (Latimer & Jessen, 2008). Because normal
neuronal developmental influences OPC development (Ravanelli et al. 2018), I wanted
to ensure that the phenotypes I observed in our inhibitor-treated and whole animal met
mutant studies were not due to non-cell autonomous effects on OPCs. Therefore, I
created cell lineage specific Met dominant negative constructs to specifically perturb
Met signaling in OLCs.
To do this, I used site-directed mutagenesis to selectively mutate three critical
tyrosines in the docking domain of the c-Met receptor (Figure 3-12A), which, following
Met dimerization, are trans-phosphorylated allowing for adaptor protein binding and
downstream signaling (Soriano, et al., 1995; Birchmeier & Gherardi, 1998; Viticchiè, et
al., 2015) (Figure 3-12B). Previously published dominant negative met (DNmet)
constructs containing phenylalanine substitutions in the three docking site tyrosines of
c-Met were successfully used in in vitro cell culture and zebrafish larvae for cell-specific
reduction of Met signaling (Bardelli, et al., 1999; Firon, et al., 2000; Giordano, et al.,
2002; Latimer & Jessen, 2008). The mutation of these tyrosines into phenylalanines
physically prevents autophosphorylation of the docking site, thus preventing adaptor
protein binding and downstream signaling (Ponzetto, et al., 1996; Bardelli, et al., 1999;
Firon, et al., 2000). I employed the same approach of creating point mutations that
result in amino acid substitution of tyrosine to phenylalanine for the same critical
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tyrosines in the docking domain of the c-Met receptor as these previously published
DNmet constructs (Firon, et al., 2000; Giordano, et al., 2002; Latimer & Jessen, 2008).
I confirmed successful mutation using Sanger sequencing, then drove our DNmet
construct using either a sox10 or olig1 promoter (Figure 3-12D). The sox10:DNmet
construct reduces Met signaling in glial cells and OPCs upon their specification
beginning around 36 hpf (Dawson et al. 2000; Ravanelli et al. 2018) (Figure 3-12C). The
olig1:DNmet construct reduces Met signaling in OLCs at approximately 60 hpf, during
their migratory phase (Auer et al. 2018) (Figure 3-12C). I additionally included an
IRES:GFP reporter to more easily genotype and identify animals that contain the
dominant negative constructs (Figure 3-12D). Taken together, I can use these
constructs to temporally control Met signaling in OLCs by modulating it in either premigratory OPCs using sox10:DNmet or migratory OLCs using olig1:DNmet.
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Figure 3-12. Cell-specific knock-down of Met signaling. (A) Schematic of Met receptor showing sitespecific mutations converting adenines (A) to thymines (T) resulting in amino acid changes of tyrosines (Y)
to phenylalanines (F). (B) Diagram of amino acid substitutions in docking site tyrosines created using sitedirected mutagenesis. (C) Diagram of developing neural tube showing sox10 turns on in pre-migratory
OPCs around 36 hpf and olig1 turns on in migratory OPCs around 60 hpf. (D) Schematic of DNmet
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constructs showing DNmet is driven by either a sox10 or olig1 promoter and includes IRES:GFP coding
sequence.

To investigate the effect of OPC-specific reduction of Met signaling, I used
sox10 antibody labeling to assess the position of OLCs in the spinal cord in
sox10:DNmet and olig1:DNmet embryos and larvae (Figure 3-13A). At 55 hpf, I observed
that the number of OPCs in both sox10:DNmet and olig1:DNmet larvae were unchanged
compared to wildtype siblings (Figure 3-13B), supporting my conclusion that Met is not
required for OPC specification. However, I observed decreased numbers of dorsal
OPCs in sox10:DNmet larvae when compared to wildtype siblings at this stage (p =
0.0103) (Figure 3-13C). In contrast, while the number of ventral OPCs was unchanged
compared to wildtype and olig1:DNmet larvae (Figure 3-13D), the sox10:DNmet larvae
exhibited a significant increase in the number of OPCs in the pMN domain compared
to both wildtype (p = 0.0063) and olig1:DNmet (p < 0.0001) larvae at 55 hpf (Figure 313E). These results demonstrate a significant reduction in dorsal migration of OPCs
out of the pMN domain when Met signaling is reduced in pre-migratory OPCs using
the sox10:DNmet construct. Additionally, while the overall positioning of the OPCs in
the spinal cord among the three groups at 55 hpf demonstrated a large population of
ventral OPCs, sox10:DNmet larvae exhibited an expanded population of pMN domain
OPCs that was significantly different from both wildtype (p < 0.0001) and olig1:DNmet
larvae (p < 0.0001) (Figure 3-13F and G). These results demonstrate that inhibition of
Met signaling in pre-migratory OPCs causes a significant shift in the distribution of the
position of OPCs toward the pMN domain at 55 hpf, indicating that OPCs require Met
signaling to migrate dorsally during development.
I wanted to further examine the effect of reducing Met signaling in OLCs by
looking at OLC positioning in the spinal cord toward the end of the migratory period
at 72 hpf. I used sox10 antibody labeling to identify OLCs in the spinal cord and found
that, at 72 hpf, the number of OLCs remained unchanged compared to wildtype in both
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Figure 3-13. Sox10:DNmet reduces OPC migration at 55 hpf. (A) Transverse sections of sox10 antibody
labeled 55 hpf wildtype, sox10:DNmet, and olig1:DNmet larvae. Blue open arrowheads denote ventral
OPCs. Purple open arrowheads denote pMN domain OPCs. Yellow dashed circle denotes spinal cord
boundary. (B-G) Quantifications taken from images of 55 hpf sox10 antibody labeled wildtype (n = 10),
sox10DN:met (n = 8), and olig1:DNmet (n = 12) larvae spinal cords. Mean with SEM. Statistical test: 1-way
ANOVA with Tukeys’s Multiple Comparison Test. Scale bar, 20 μm.

the sox10:DNmet and olig1:DNmet larvae (Figure 3-14A and B). Interestingly, at 72 hpf
the number of dorsal OLCs was reduced in sox10:DNmet larvae compared to both
wildtype (p = 0.0042) and olig1:DNmet (p = 0.0461) larvae (Figure 3-14C). Additionally,
ventral OLCs were reduced in sox10:DNmet larvae compared to wildtype (p = 0.0286)
(Figure 3-14D). Concordantly, the number of pMN domain OLCs in sox10:DNmet was
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significantly increased compared to both wildtype (p < 0.0001) and olig1:DNmet (p <
0.0001) larvae (Figure 3-14E). The significantly increased percentage of OLCs in the
pMN domain in sox10:DNmet larvae resulted in a reduced percentage of both dorsal
and ventral OLCs in sox10:DNmet larvae compared to both wildtype and olig1:DNmet
larvae at this stage (Figure 3-14F and G). Additionally, olig1:DNmet larvae had a slightly
increased percentage of pMN domain OLCs when compared to wildtype (p = 0.0147),
though significantly less than sox10:DNmet (p < 0.0001), indicating that reducing Met
signaling later in developmental can also affect OLC positioning (Figure 3-14G).
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Figure 3-14. Met knock-down migration defects in pre-migratory OPCs persist to 72 hpf. (A) Transverse
Figure 3-14.

sections of sox10 antibody labeled 72 hpf wildtype, sox10:DNmet, and olig1:DNmet zebrafish larvae.
Orange open arrowheads denote dorsal OLCs. Purple open arrowheads denote pMN domain OLCs. Blue
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open arrowheads denote ventral OLCs. Yellow dashed circle denotes spinal cord boundary. (B-G)
Quantifications taken from images of 72 hpf sox10 antibody labeled wildtype (n = 14), sox10DN:met (n =
13), and olig1:DNmet (n = 15) spinal cords. Mean with SEM. Statistical test: 1-way ANOVA with Tukey’s
Multiple Comparison Test. Scale bar, 20 μm.

Taken together, these data demonstrate that reducing Met signaling specifically
in pre-migratory OPCs causes a reduction in dorsal OPC migration following
specification. Additionally, this reduction in migration is not observed when Met is
knocked down in OLCs that are already in the migratory window. Therefore, Met acts
cell-autonomously to induce OPC migration, following specification, during
developmental OPC tiling.
OPCs increase proliferation in response to reduced numbers in met mutants
OPCs are a robust population of cells that are able to sense a reduction in density
and respond by upregulating proliferation in the remaining OPCs (Kirby, et al., 2006;
Hughes, et al., 2013; Birey & Aguirre, 2015). In order to determine if OPCs in met
mutants respond in a similar way, I conducted 24 hour in vivo time-lapse imaging in 76
hpf olig2:egf;met+/+, met+/-, and met-/- larvae (Figure 3-15A). Using our cell-tracking
software, I quantified the numbers of OPCs that migrated from 3 to 4 dpf. Interestingly,
I found that there is no significant difference between the numbers of OPCs that
migrate from 3 to 4 dpf in met+/+, met+/-, and met-/- larvae (Figure 3-15B). Additionally,
there is no difference in the number of dorsally or ventrally migrating OPCs (Figure 315C and D). These results demonstrate that by 4 dpf, the number of OPCs in met-/larvae have recovered to wildtype numbers of OPCs. It is possible that the recovery of
OPCs could be due to a delay in OPC migration out of the pMN domain, however,
there was an increase in the number of cell divisions in met-/- larvae compared to
heterozygous siblings (p = 0.0332) (Figure 3-15E). These results indicate that OPCs are
responding to the reduction in the number of OPCs by upregulating proliferation.
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Figure 3-15. OPC migration defects in met-/- larvae recover by 4 dpf. (A) Images taken from 24 hour
time-lapse imaging of 80 hpf olig2:egfp met+/+ and met-/- larvae. Yellow-filled pink arrowheads denote
dividing cells. Yellow dashed line denotes ventral edge of the spinal cord. (B-E) Quantifications taken from
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with SEM. Statistical test: 1-way ANOVA with Tukey’s Multiple Comparison Test was used for D-F. Scale
bar, 20 μm.

To more directly assess OPC proliferation, I treated olig2:egfp;sox10:mrfp;met+/+,
met+/-, and met-/- larvae with EdU from 96 to 102 hpf to detect DNA synthesis in
proliferative cells (Figure 3-16A). I then imaged lateral spinal cords of EdU-treated
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larvae and quantified olig2+/sox10+/EdU+ OLCs (Figure 3-16B). I observed a significant
increase in the number of EdU+ OLCs in 4 dpf met-/- larvae compared to wildtype larvae
(p = 0.0244) (Figure 3-16C). This active response to the reduction in OPC numbers of
upregulating OPC proliferation in met mutants supports previous data demonstrating
the robust ability of OPCs to maintain proper density and tiling (Kirby, et al., 2006;
Hughes, et al., 2013; Birey & Aguirre, 2015). Additionally, it indicates that there is a
population of OPCs that migrate and proliferate independently of Met signaling and
are therefore able to respond to met mutant OPC tiling defects. Further investigation
into gene expression differences between OPCs that exhibit Met-dependent tiling and
OPCs that exhibit Met-independent tiling would allow for identification of which OPCs
respond to the reduction in OPC numbers.
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Figure
3-16OPCs respond to migration defects in met mutants by increasing proliferation. (A) EdU
treatment paradigm. (B) Spinal cord images of 102 hpf olig2:egfp;sox10:mrfp met+/+ and met-/- larvae.
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Magenta-outlined yellow arrowheads denote sox10+/olig2+/EdU+ OPCs. Magenta open arrowheads denote
sox10+/olig2+/EdU- OLCs. Yellow open arrowheads denote sox10-/olig2-/EdU+ cells. Yellow dashed line
denotes ventral edge of the spinal cord. (C) Quantifications of sox10+/olig2+/EdU+ OLCs from spinal cord
images of 102 hpf olig2:egfp;sox10:mrfp EdU labeled met+/+ (n = 7) , met+/- (n = 8), and met-/- (n = 7) larvae.
Mean with SEM. Statistical test: 1-way ANOVA with Tukey’s Multiple Comparison Test.

Finally, after observing that OPCs
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investigate any other potential consequences
of altering OPC tiling using met mutant
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al., 2011). Following mbpa in situ hybridization, I sectioned and imaged transverse
sections of 5 dpf wildtype, met-/-, sox10:DNmet, and olig1:DNmet larvae and found robust
mbpa expression in the white matter of all larvae assessed that was not visibly different
from wildtype (Figure 3-17). Robust mbpa expression indicates that OPCs in Met lossof-function transgenic larvae are capable of differentiating into oligodendrocytes and
initiating myelination. More work will need to be done to ensure that myelination is
wildtype in Met loss-of-function zebrafish. However, evidence that met-/- zebrafish can
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met+/+ a

be reared to adulthood without motor defects indicates that myelination in those
mutants is sufficient for normal development processes (Nord, et al., 2019).
Hepatocyte growth factor signaling is required for OPC tiling
Because Hgf is the ligand for Met signaling, I wanted to investigate whether there
would be a reduction in dorsal OLC numbers in hgfa mutants, as well (Isabella, et al.,
2020). To do this, I used sox10 antibody labeling on 72 hpf hgfa+/+, hgfa+/-, hgfa-/- larvae
and imaged transverse sections of the spinal cord to quantify the number of sox10+
OLCs (Figure 3-18). I hypothesized that I would see a very similar change in OPC
migration to what I observed in met mutant larvae. As expected, I observed a decrease
in the overall number of OLCs in hgfa-/- larvae compared to wildtype siblings (p =
0.0008) (Figure 3-18B). Furthermore, I found that there was a significant decrease in
the number of dorsal OLCs in hgfa-/- larvae compared to wildtype siblings (p < 0.0001),
though the number of ventral OLCs in hgfa-/- larvae was not significantly different
compared to wildtype siblings (Figure 3-18C and D). Finally, the number of OLCs in
the pMN domain in hgfa-/- larvae was increased compared to wildtype and heterozygous
siblings (wt, p = 0.0004; het, p = 0.0200) (Figure 3-18E). These data are all consistent
with what I observed in met mutant larvae and further support that the Met signaling
pathway is required for developmental OPC migration.
After verifying that hgfa mutants exhibited similar tiling defects as met mutants, I
next wanted to identify the source of Hgf in the developing zebrafish spinal cord. RNAsequencing experiments reveal that Hgf is highly expressed in mouse and human
astrocytes and not highly expressed by other glial or neuronal cell types (Zhang, et al.,
2016; Lake, et al., 2016). Until very recently, it was believed that zebrafish lack astrocytes
and that radial glia instead perform many of the same functions as astrocytes (Lyons &
Talbot, 2014). Emerging evidence supports the presence and function of astrocytes in
zebrafish (Chen, et al., 2020), however, numerous papers also demonstrate that radial
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glia perform many similar functions to astrocytes, such as neuronal maintenance, spinal
cord injury response, and blood-brain-barrier maintenance (Corbo, et al., 2012; Becker
& Becker, 2014; Lyons & Talbot, 2014; Than-Trong & Bally-Cuif, 2015).
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Figure 3-18. hgfa mutants exhibit reduced OPC numbers. (A) Transverse sections of sox10 antibody
Figure72
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labeled
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To determine if radial glia are the source of Hgf in zebrafish development, I
utilized a mutant our lab discovered in an ENU mutagenesis screen called failure-tolaunch (ftl). ENU, also known as N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea, is a potent mutagen that is
utilized in genetic screens to induce random point mutations in adult male zebrafish
whose progeny are then screened for phenotypes of interest (de Bruijn, et al., 2009).
One of the phenotypes observed in time-lapse imaging of 55 hpf ftl+/+ and ftl-/- larvae is
the reduction in dorsal OPC migration in ftl mutants compared to their wild-type
siblings (Figure 3-19A). Further characterization of the ftl mutant involved using a Zrf1
antibody to label GFAP+ (glial fibrillary acidic protein) radial glial cell processes. Zrf1
labeling in 72 hpf ftl+/+ and ftl-/- larvae revealed that there were fewer radial glial cell
processes in ftl mutants compared to their wild-type siblings (Figure 3-19B). A TUNEL
(Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling) assay was performed
to label double-strand DNA breaks that occur during apoptosis in 48 hpf ftl+/+ and ftl/-

larvae, which is prior to the observed OPC migration and radial glial defects in ftl

mutants. TUNEL labeling revealed an increased number of apoptotic cells along the
center line of the spinal cord corresponding to the location of radial glial cell bodies
(Barry, et al., 2013) (Figure 3-19C). Additionally, genomic mapping in ftl mutants
revealed that it is on a different chromosome from met and hgfa. These results led us to
conclude that the ftl mutation encodes for a gene that is necessary for radial glia survival
and that radial glia potentially express or secrete a protein that influences OPC
migration.
Because the OPC migration phenotype in ftl mutants phenocopies the OPC
migration phenotype observed in both met and hgfa mutants and radial glia could be
similar to astrocytes in their expression of Hgf, I wanted to further characterize the Met
signaling pathway in ftl mutants. To do this, I conducted hgfa in situ hybridization in 55
hpf ftl+/+ and ftl-/- larvae and observed wildtype hgfa staining in the muscle in both ftl+/+
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and ftl-/- larvae (Figure 3-19D). However, ftl-/- larvae exhibited an absence of hgfa in the
CNS compared to ftl+/+ larvae (Figure 3-19D). These results demonstrate that
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Figure 3-19.
glial cell death causes reduced hgfa expression in the spinal cord. (A) Images taken

from 24 hour time-lapse imaging of 46 hpf olig2:egfp wt and ftl-/- larvae. Yellow open arrowheads denote
dorsal OPCs. Yellow-dashed line denotes ventral edge of the spinal cord. (B) Transverse sections of Zrf1
antibody labeled 72 hpf wt and ftl-/- larvae. Yellow open arrowheads denote radial glia processes. (C)
Transverse sections of TUNEL-stained 48 hpf wt and ftl-/- larvae. Red outlined arrow heads denote apoptotic
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cells. (D) Transverse sections of hgfa in situ hybridization in 55 hpf wt and ftl-/- larvae. Yellow brackets
denote wildtype hgfa expression in the muscle. Yellow arrowheads denote hgfa expression in the CNS. (E)
Transverse sections of Zrf1 antibody labeled 55 hpf 1% DMSO and 10 μM MK2451 in 1% DMSO treated
larvae, 72 hpf met-/- larvae, and 48 hpf hgfa-/- larvae. Yellow-dashed circle denotes spinal cord boundary.
Experiments and images (A-C) were conducted by Andrew Latimer, PhD.

loss of radial glia reduces hgfa signaling in the spinal cord and supports my hypothesis
that zebrafish radial glia secrete Hgfa. Additionally, I conducted Zrf1 antibody labeling
on MK2461-treated, met-/-, and hgfa-/- larvae and observed no difference in radial glial
processes compared to DMSO-treated and wildtype larvae, demonstrating that the
OPC migration defects in loss of Met signaling mutants is not caused by radial glial
defects like those observed in ftl (Figure 3-19E). Finally, in order to directly assess the
source of Hgfa, I used an HGF antibody in combination with a Zrf1 antibody in 48 hpf
larvae. I then imaged transverse sections of the spinal cord and observed colocalization
in the center-line and distal portions of the radial glia cell processes (Figure 3-20). Based
on these findings, I propose that radial glia are the source of Hgfa in the developing
zebrafish spinal cord.
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A

Figure 3-20. Radial glia express Figure
Hgf. 3-20
Transverse section of Zrf1 and HGF antibody labeled 48 hpf larva.
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Discussion
OPC tiling is a complex process
involving numerous signaling molecules
that regulate various cellular processes
including migration, proliferation, and
contact-mediated repulsion. In this study, I
conducted the first in vivo investigation into
the role of the Met signaling pathway in
OPC tiling, primarily focused on its effects
on OPC migration and proliferation.
Previous

studies

involving

the

Met

signaling pathway and OPC tiling utilized
in vitro cell cultures of primary rat and
mouse

OPCs

and

Figure 3-21. The Met signaling pathway in the
zebrafish spinal cord. This diagram demonstrates

pharmacological

a model for Met signaling in the zebrafish spinal

techniques to observe the effect of Hgf on

cord, where radial glia (red) secrete Hgfa (blue),

OPC chemotaxis and cell division (Yan &

which binds to Met receptors (orange) on OPCs to
induce dorsal OPC migration and OPC proliferation.

Rivkees, 2002; Lalive, et al., 2005; Ohya, et
al., 2007). To investigate the role of the Met signaling pathway in OPC tiling, I used
zebrafish as a vertebrate model in combination with CRISPR/Cas9 mutagenesis, sitedirected mutagenesis, and pharmacological interventions. I demonstrated that Met is
expressed by OPCs and that loss of Met in either whole animal knock-out or cellspecific knock-down results in decreased OPC migration and proliferation.
Furthermore, I demonstrate that whole animal knock-out of hgfa results in the same
OPC migration phenotype observed in the Met studies. Finally, utilizing a zebrafish
mutant that exhibits radial glial cell death and phenocopies the OPC migration defects
observed in loss of Met signaling mutants, I demonstrated that radial glial cell death
results in reduced hgfa expression in the spinal cord. Overall, I demonstrated that
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following specification, OPCs express Met and respond to Hgfa that is secreted from
radial glia in order to initiate OPC migration and proliferation during developmental
tiling (Figure 3-21). This comprehensive work characterizing the role of Met signaling
in OPC tiling and the potential source of Hgf lays a foundation to explore more
nuanced influences of Met signaling in OPCs and how this signaling is regulated to
allow for differentiation and injury-response.
Heterogeneous express of met signaling in OPCs
Our Met expression analysis in Figure 3-4 revealed a small population of premigratory and migratory OPCs that did not express Met. Additionally, in loss of Met
signaling mutants, I observed OPCs that were able to migrate dorsally. Based on these
results it is likely that there is a population of OPCs that are capable of migrating in a
Met-independent manner. There are of a number of molecules that have been shown
to influence OPC chemotaxis and it is possible that different populations of OPCs
utilize different mechanisms to initiate migration. A number of recent studies that
utilized gene expression analysis experiments, such as RNA-seq, sought to gain more
insight into the question of whether there are different subpopulations (Kitada and
Rowitch 2006; Dimou and Simons 2017; Horiuchi et al. 2017; Marisca et al. 2020). A
common theme of these studies is identifying markers for OPCs located in different
regions of the CNS, such as gray matter vs white matter or brain vs spinal cord.
However, my data suggests that OPCs within the same region of the spinal cord may
also express different genes and utilize different tiling mechanisms. Furthermore, the
observed proliferative response of OPCs to the initial lack of migration in met mutants
should be further investigated to determine if OPCs that lack met expression in wildtype
OPC development are responding to the lack of OPC migration in met mutants by
upregulating proliferation. To do this, an analysis of the genetic differences between
Met+ and Met- OPCs would need to be done to identify markers unique to Met- OPCs.
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These markers could then be used to label the Met- population and observe how they
respond in a met-/- background. Being able to identify Met- OPCs would be incredibly
useful to gain more insight into whether there are different subpopulations of OPCs
and to investigate other mechanisms that OPCs use to migrate and proliferate during
developmental tiling.
Met signaling regulation in OPCs during development and injury response
Another aspect of Met signaling and OPC tiling is that Met signaling must be
down-regulated in order for OPCs to differentiate into myelinating oligodendrocytes
(Ohya, et al., 2007). Met signaling can be modulated by either down-regulating the
expression of the Met receptor and/or its ability to signal or by reducing the presence
of the ligand Hgf. Because Hgf is a secreted signaling molecule that is utilized by many
different cell types during CNS development, understanding the ways in which OPCs
downregulate Met signaling would better elucidate how Met signaling is regulated in
OPCs specifically. One study using rat OPCs in culture demonstrated that the gene
CD82 is highly upregulated in OPCs and that CD82 directly inhibits Hgf-induced
chemotaxis of OPCs (Mela & Goldman, 2013). RNA seq experiments our lab
conducted in 2017 revealed that OPCs at 72 hpf uniquely express both zebrafish
orthologs of CD82, cd82a and cd82b. Further investigation in to the expression patterns
of cd82a and cd82b to confirm the RNA-seq results would be the first step to
investigating if OPCs in zebrafish are downregulating Met signaling in the same way as
rat and mouse OPCs. Once expression is confirmed, CRISPR/Cas9 mutagenesis could
be used to investigate the consequences of loss of cd82a and b on OPC tiling. If cd82a
and b downregulate Met signaling in OPCs during development, then I would expect
reduced OPC differentiation and reduced myelination in the CNS. These cursory
experiments would demonstrate the influence of cd82a and b on developmental OPC
tiling and provide some insight into the regulation of Met signaling.
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Investigating the regulation of Met signaling in OPC tiling during development
will also be invaluable in understanding how OPCs respond to CNS injury and disease.
Previous studies using the disease model for multiple sclerosis in mice, experimental
autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE), demonstrated that macrophages and microglia
release HGF and OPCs upregulate Met signaling and chemotaxis in response to
demyelinated lesions (Lalive, et al., 2005; Moransard, et al., 2009). It is possible that cd82
also plays a role in selectively up or downregulating OPC migration in both
development and disease contexts. Beyond these studies, little is known about how
OPCs respond to injury and initiate migration and it is possible that OPCs utilize the
same migration mechanisms in both development and injury-response. With so much
still unknown about how OPC behaviors are molecularly-mediated, this work
demonstrates the critical role that Met signaling plays in regulating initial OPC migration
during development. Future work will need to be done to identify how Met signaling is
regulated in OPCs and what role, if any, Met plays in other OPC processes, such as
adult tiling and injury-response.
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Chapter IV
Novel Mediators of Oligodendrocyte Progenitor Cell Tiling
Abstract
Developmental oligodendrocyte progenitor cell (OPC) tiling is a process where
OPCs disperse and become evenly tiled throughout the central nervous system (CNS).
This process is comprised of migration, proliferation, and contact-mediated repulsion
(CMR). In this study, I identify novel mediators of OPC proliferation and CMR by
investigating candidate genes proposed to mediate OPC development in the developing
mouse spinal cord. Using zebrafish as a vertebrate model, I demonstrate that netrin-1
(ntn1), a proposed mediator of OPC migration, also mediates OPC proliferation. I then
show that lingo1a mutants exhibit tiling defects that implicate Lingo1 as a mediator of
CMR between OPCs. These findings provide insight into how these critical tiling
processes are molecularly mediated, which is necessary for a comprehensive
understanding of OPC development.
Introduction
OPC tiling has primarily been studied by focusing on either describing tiling
phenomenologically or identifying chemotactic molecules that influence OPC
migration (Sugimoto, et al., 2001; De Castro & Bribián, 2005; Kirby, et al., 2006;
Binamé, et al., 2013). Based on these studies, it is clear that OPCs dynamically remodel
their cell processes and undergo a robust proliferative period following their initial
migration, however, only a handful a potential mediators of process remodeling and
OPC proliferation have been identified (Yan & Rivkees, 2002; Li, et al., 2018;
Dobrowolski, et al., 2020; Lorenzati, et al., 2021). Many of these studies utilize the
markers sox10 and olig2 to selectively label OPCs, however, unique markers specific to
OPCs would greatly improve investigations into OPC development. In this chapter, I
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demonstrate novel markers that are uniquely expressed by OPCs that could be used to
selectively label OPCs.
These unique markers would be impactful when studying OPC process
remodeling, which can be particularly difficult to discern in an olig2:egfp larvae that labels
all motor neurons in addition to OPCs. In this chapter, I describe my investigation into
OPC process remodeling that utilized a glutamate transport inhibitor. A number of
studies have investigated the contribution of neuronal activity and neurotransmitter
signaling on OLC development (Gudz, et al., 2006; Gibson, et al., 2014; Linneberg, et
al., 2015; Fannon, et al., 2015; Zhu, et al., 2016). However, only a handful of studies
have demonstrated that neurotransmitter signaling through receptors on OPCs
influences OPC migration and positioning (Gudz et al. 2006; Piller et al. 2021). A paper
recently published by our lab demonstrates that glutamate signaling acts cellautonomously in OPCs to induce dorsal OPC migration (Piller et al. 2021). This study
in combination with my investigation into glutamate transport in regulating OPC
processes demonstrates the need for further investigation into how neuronal activity
influences earlier developmental tiling processes of migration and process remodeling.
During OPC migration, OPCs exhibit robust proliferation. The majority of the
mediators proposed to influence OPC proliferation were identified in tandem to their
role as mediators of OPC migration (Figure 1-3). For example, Netrin-1 (Ntn1) is a
secreted signaling protein initially identified as a chemorepellent molecule that causes
OPCs to retract their processes and reverse their direction of migration (Spassky, et al.,
2002; Jarjour, et al., 2003; Tsai, 2006; Rajasekharan, et al., 2010). Additionally, it was
proposed that Ntn1 expression in the floor plate of the spinal cord results in OPCs
being repelled out of the ventral spinal cord resulting in OPC dispersal (Tsai, 2006). My
investigation of OPC tiling, however, demonstrates a large population of OPCs in the
ventral spinal cord making this an unlikely model for mediating dispersal of all OPCs
(Figure 3-5B, 3-9A, 3-10A). In this chapter, I describe my investigations into Netrin-1
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signaling in OPC tiling and show that Netrin-1 promotes OPC proliferation and OPC
migration following cell division.
Proposed mediators of OPC contact-mediated repulsion
Contact-mediated repulsion (CMR) is the least investigated process of OPC
tiling. CMR is observed in OPCs from the moment they are specified. As OPCs
dynamically remodel their processes and begin migration, OPC processes probe the
surrounding environment for chemotactic signals. If one OPC process contacts another
OPC process, either on itself or on a neighboring OPC, the process will contract and,
in the case of two neighboring OPCs contacting each other, the OPCs will then change
their migratory direction to migrate away from each other (Figure 4-1). These
observations suggest that transmembrane receptors capable of bi-directional signaling
in both cells are mediating the retraction of OPC processes (Ross, et al., 2016).
Canonical bi-directional signaling candidates include Eph-Ephrin signaling, Dscams,
and Lingo1 (Zimmer, et al., 2003; Noren & Pasquale, 2004; Millard, et al., 2007; Mayor
& Carmona-Fontaine, 2010).
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Motor Exit Point Glia (MEP), 72 hpf oligodendrocyte lineage cells (OPC), and 36, 55, and 72 hpf neurons

expressing Neural beta-tubulin (nbt).

Eph-Ephrin signaling has been extensively studied in mediating neuronal migration and

axon guidance resulting in segmentation of different neuronal populations (Rodger, et

al., 2012; Villar-Cerviño, et al., 2013). One study also demonstrated that Eph-Ephrin

interactions between Eph-expressing axons and Ephrin-expressing OPCs mediates
axonophilic migration of OPCs along axons of retinal ganglion cells (Prestoz, et al.,
2004). Based on these studies, my undergraduate research assistant, Leah Hogenmiller,
acquired an ephrinb2a zebrafish mutant and investigated if loss of ephrinb2a resulted in
OPC tiling defects. Using low-magnification imaging, she observed no difference in the
number of dorsally migrated OPCs or spacing between OPCs in ephrinb2a mutants
compared to wildtype siblings (data not shown). Therefore, we concluded that ephrinb2a
does not contribute to OPC tiling and I sought to investigate other candidates of CMR
between OPCs.
Another family of membrane-bound signaling molecules is the Dscam family of
immunoglobulin surface molecules (Hattori, et al., 2008). Dscams (Down syndrome
cell adhesion molecules) are capable of heterotypic and homotypic binding to produce
either adhesion or repulsion. They are most extensively studied in the developing retina
in mediating self-recognition and self-avoidance of developing retinal neurons (Hattori,
et al., 2008; Ly, et al., 2008; Fuerst, et al., 2008). In a recent paper, RNA-sequencing of
human OPCs revealed high expression DSCAM, however, knock-down of DSCAM
using short hairpin RNA (shRNA) directed at DSCAM did not affect OPC migration
or CMR (Huang, et al., 2020). In this chapter, I demonstrate that dscama mutants also
do not affect CMR between developing OPCs in zebrafish larvae. However, I observed
that there are OPCs in the peripheral nervous system in dscama mutants indicating that
dscama may be required in mediating CMR between OPCs and other glial or neuronal
cell types.
Finally in this chapter, I investigate the contribution of lingo1a to OPC CMR.
Lingo-1 (Leucine rich repeat and Immunoglobulin-like domain-containing Nogo
receptor-interacting protein 1) is a transmembrane protein that is capable of selfinteracting. It is most extensively studied for its role in inhibiting oligodendrocyte
myelination (Yin & Hu, 2014; Zhang, et al., 2015). Additionally, a Lingo-1 antagonist
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was shown to cause increased myelination following injury (Ruggieri et al. 2017). One
study, however, more directly assessed the effect of Lingo-1 on OPC development
(Jepson, et al., 2012). This study found that when extracellular Lingo-1 fragments were
applied to an OPC cell culture, OPC maturation was inhibited (Jepson, et al., 2012).
The authors hypothesized that Lingo-1 proteins on axons and OPCs self-interact to
inhibit myelination. However, they also showed that Lingo1 caused downstream
activation of RhoA, an essential effector of OPC migration, implicating a role for
Lingo1 in stimulating OPC migration, potentially following CMR (Jepson, et al., 2012).
Based on these investigations into Lingo1 and its role in inhibiting myelination, a Lingo1
antagonist entered phase 3 clinical trials as a treatment to inhibit Lingo1 expressed on
axons to promote remyelination in multiple sclerosis patients (Ciccione 2016).
However, this clinical trial failed to increase remyelination in these patients, suggesting
that the role of Lingo1 in OPC development is not via a straightforward axon-glial
interaction. My investigation into a lingo1a mutant revealed increased numbers of OPCs
and altered spacing between OPCs, which indicates that lingo1a is involved in regulating
OPC tiling and may mediate CMR.
Taken together, my preliminary investigations into mediators of the OPC tiling
processes of proliferation and CMR reveal a number of novel pathways that influence
OPC development. Further investigations into the regulation of each of the pathways
will provide more insight into the complex emergent process of OPC tiling.
Results
Identifying oligodendrocyte progenitor cells
In order to study OPCs, reliable markers of OPCs must be identified to isolate
their behaviors from other glial and neuronal cell types in the developing spinal cord.
Sox10 and olig2 are reliable markers of OPCs and oligodendrocyte lineage cells (OLCs),
which can make it difficult to distinguish an OPC from an oligodendrocyte without
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further examination of morphological features, such as number of cellular processes or
migratory ability (Kamen, et al., 2021). An RNA-seq investigation conducted by Dr.
Andrew Latimer, a research scientist in the Kucenas lab, revealed new genes that were
uniquely expressed in OLCs at 72 hpf. To confirm these RNA-seq findings, I generated
RNA probes specific to the uniquely expressed genes that I then used for in situ
hybridization experiments to reveal the location of gene expression. I investigated the
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expression of mag (myelin associated glycoprotein), cldnk (claudin k), and cd59 and compared
their expression to olig2 as a control. I found robust, unique OLC expression by each
of the genes investigated (Figure 4-3). Further characterization of the expression pattern
of each of these genes throughout development is needed to determine if these genes
are unique to OPCs or are general markers of OLCs. However, new transgenic lines
that label OLCs from OPC specification throughout development would greatly
improve the ability to observe OPC tiling behaviors.
Glutamate transport inhibition alters OPC process morphology
OPCs extend elaborate cellular processes that are supported by a complex
microtubule rich cytoskeleton (Richter-Landsberg, 2008). These processes actively
remodel during migration and CMR and are required for proper spacing and
differentiation into oligodendrocytes (Richter-Landsberg, 2008; Thomason, et al.,
2020). The majority of work investigating OLC cytoskeletal structures is focused on the
cytoskeletal rearrangements that take place during process elaboration and myelination
in oligodendrocytes. However, a few studies have shown that downstream signaling
effectors such as JNK1 (c-Jun N-terminal kinase 1), RhoA (ras homolog family member
A), and MAPK (mitogen activated protein kinase) are required for OPCs to exhibit
complex branching structures and loss of these effectors results in less-ramified cell
morphology and reduced territory occupancy in tiled adult OPCs (Rajasekharan, et al.,
2009, 2010; Cullen, et al., 2021; Lorenzati, et al., 2021). Recent studies, including two
from our lab, have that shown OPC developmental behaviors, such as dorsal OPC
migration and OPC exit from the spinal cord, are influenced by neurotransmitter
signaling through glutamate receptors expressed by OPCs (Gudz et al. 2006; Fannon et
al. 2015; Fontenas et al. 2019; Piller et al. 2021). Neurotransmitter signaling has also
been shown to influence dendritic remodeling and morphology in developing axons
(Wong, et al., 2000; Wong & Wong, 2001).
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In collaboration with the Fuss lab at Virginia Commonwealth University, Leah
Hogenmiller, and I investigated the effect of inhibiting glutamate transport using the
drug TBOA (DL-threo-β-benzylozyaspartic acid) on OPC morphology during OPC
migration. We treated 24 hpf sox10:mrfp larvae, where sox10 regulatory sequences drive
membrane-RFP in glial cells, with DMSO, 0.2 mM, or 0.4 mM TBOA. We then used
time-lapse imaging of 55 hpf DMSO- and TBOA-treated larvae to observe
morphological changes in OPC cell processes during initial OPC migration. We found
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that TBOA treatment resulted in altered OPC process morphology where the processes
appear wider and less dynamic when compared to DMSO controls (Figure 4-4). More
work needs to be done to investigate the functional consequences of this altered cell
morphology. However, given that cytoskeleton function is an integral part of
myelination, I hypothesize that altered process morphology would result in reduced
migration and defects in myelination (Zuchero, et al., 2015; Brown & Verden, 2017).
This preliminary investigation showing that OPC process morphology can be perturbed
when glutamate transport is inhibited demonstrates the need for more thorough
investigation into how OPC process morphology is regulated during developmental
tiling.
Netrin-1 promotes oligodendrocyte progenitor cell proliferation
Proliferation is an integral part of OPC tiling because it regulates the number of
OPCs available to disperse throughout the CNS and mature into myelinating
oligodendrocytes. Few mediators of OPC proliferation have been proposed and many
were identified for their contributions to OPC migration. The majority of studies into
the contribution of ntn1 to OPC development revealed a chemorepellent effect of Ntn1
on migrating OPCs (Jarjour, et al., 2003). Additionally, mouse Ntn1 mutants exhibited
a reduced number of OPCs and reduced OPC migration in the spinal cord (Tsai, 2006).
Based on these findings, I investigated the role of Ntn1 in OPC development by
knocking-down the zebrafish Ntn1 orthologs, ntn1a and ntn1b, which are highly similar
to both mouse and human Ntn1. To knock-down ntn1a and b, I utilized morpholinos
(MOs), which are antisense oligonucleotides that bind to and functionally block
translation of target mRNAs. I injected one-cell olig2:egfp embryos with 0.6 mM ntn1a
MO, 0.6 mM ntn1b MO, or a combination of 0.4 mM ntn1a and 0.4 mM ntn1b MOs to
knock-down ntn1a, ntn1b, or both, respectively. I then conducted 24-hour in vivo timelapse imaging of 48 hpf uninjected, 0.6 mM ntn1a MO injected, 0.6 mM ntn1b MO
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injected, and 0.4 mM ntn1a and 0.4 mM ntn1b MO injected embryos (Figure 4-5A).
Time-lapse imaging revealed no difference in the number of OPCs that migrate from
48 to 72 hpf in MO injected larvae compared to uninjected controls (data not shown).
However, there was a significant decrease in the number of OPC cell divisions observed
in all ntn1a and b MO injected larvae compared to uninjected controls (p < 0.0001)
(Figure 4-5B). Interestingly, I also noticed altered OPC migration phenotypes following
cell division, where daughter cells did not rapidly migrate away from each other
following division in ntn1a and b injected larvae compared to uninjected controls (Figure
4-5A). These results demonstrate that ntn1 is required for OPC proliferation and
potentially has a role in mediating migration following proliferation.
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and b suggesting that both signals are utilized for proliferation and possibly migration
following proliferation. Taken together, these results indicate the ntn1a and b act cellautonomously to mediate OPC proliferation during tiling.

Dscama is not required for homotypic OPC contact-mediated repulsion
To identify mediators of CMR between OPCs, I investigated canonical mediators
of CMR in other cell types that were expressed by OPCs. I found that Dscam was highly
expressed in mouse OPCs and the zebrafish orthologs, dscama and b, were highly
expressed in zebrafish OPCs in our RNA-seq experiments (Zeisel, et al., 2015) (Figure
4-2A-B). Based on this unique expression of dscam in OPCs, I investigated dscama as a
mediator of OPC CMR using CRISPR/Cas9 mutagenesis (Hwang, et al., 2013;
Hruscha, et al., 2013). Using CHOPCHOP, I made a gRNA specific to the coding
region of dscama (Labun, et al., 2019). Using this synthesized gRNA, I injected one-cell
olig2:egfp;sox10:tagrfp embryos with the gRNA for dscama and Cas9 protein and grew
potential founders to adulthood. I then outcrossed putative founders, screened for
frameshift mutations in their offspring, and identified a founder with a mutation that
resulted in a 5 base pair deletion. I used in vivo time-lapse imaging in 72 hpf
olig2:egfp;sox10:tagrfp; dscama+/+, dscama+/Δ5bp, and dscamaΔ5bp/Δ5bp larvae (Figure 4-7A). I
observed no difference in migratory behavior, spacing between neighboring OPCs, or
the number of dorsal OPCs in dscamaΔ5bp/Δ5bp compared to dscama+/+ and dscama+/Δ5bp
larvae (Figure 4-7B).
One intriguing phenotype I observed in the dscamaΔ5bp/Δ5bp larvae is the presence
of OPCs in the peripheral nervous system (PNS) (Figure 4-7A and C). OPCs are an
obligate CNS glial cell type that are almost never observed in the periphery. In a 2014
paper, our lab demonstrated that contact-mediated inhibition between OPCs and motor
exit point (MEP) glia restricts OPCs to the spinal cord (Smith, et al., 2014). Additionally,
our RNA-seq results demonstrate that MEP glia also express dscama and dscamb (Figure
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4-2A-B). The presence of peripheral OPCs in our dscama mutants indicates that dscama
mediates the contact-inhibition between OPCs and MEP glia that restricts OPCs to the
CNS. This exciting preliminary finding lays the groundwork for understanding the
function of dscam expression in OPCs and how the CNS and PNS maintain segregated
populations of glial cells.
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Figure 4-7. dscama is dispensable for OPC contact-mediated repulsion. (A) Lateral images of 72 hpf
olig2:egfp;sox10:tagrfp dscama+/+ and dscamaΔ5bp/Δ5bp larvae. Yellow open arrowheads denote dorsal
OPCs. White-outlined red arrowheads denote peripheral OPCs. Yellow dashed line denotes ventral edge
of the spinal cord. (B) Quantifications taken from lateral images of 72 hpf olig2:egfp;sox10:tagrfp dscama+/+
(n = 3), dscama+/Δ5bp (n = 4) and dscamaΔ5bp/Δ5bp (n = 3) larvae. Mean with SEM. Statistical test: 1-way
ANOVA with Tukey’s Multiple Comparison Test.

Lingo1a is a novel mediator of contact-mediated repulsion during OPC tiling
While Lingo1 has not been previously shown to mediate CMR, it is a
transmembrane receptor capable of bidirectional self-signaling and is implicated in
mediating OPC development and migration (Jepson, et al., 2012; Yin & Hu, 2014; Y.
Zhang, et al., 2015). Therefore, I wanted to investigate if Lingo1 contributes to OPC
development, and more specifically to CMR, by utilizing a zebrafish mutant for the
Lingo1 zebrafish ortholog, lingo1a. This lingo1a mutant was created by Dr. Laura
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Fontenas, a post-doc in the Kucenas lab, by using CRISPR/Cas9 mutagenesis to
generate a 14 base pair deletion resulting in an early stop codon. I then conducted in
vivo time-lapse imaging in 72 hpf olig2:egfp;lingo1a+/+, lingo1a+/-, and lingo1a-/- larvae (Figure
4-8A). I found that at 72 hpf lingo1a-/- larvae had an increased number of OPCs in the
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lingo1a+/- larvae (p = 0.019) (Figure 4-8D-E). However, no difference was observed in
how long the processes persisted once they reached their longest length in lingo1a
mutants compared to wildtype and heterozygotes (Figure 4-8F). Reduced distance
between OPCs and altered process morphology implicate lingo1a as a mediator of CMR.
I next wanted to conduct the same in vivo imaging experiments in 96 hpf
olig2:egfp;lingo1a+/+, lingo1a+/-, and lingo1a-/- larvae to see if the mutant phenotypes
persisted later in development (Figure 4-9A). I found no difference in the number of
dorsal OPCs when comparing lingo1a+/+, lingo1a+/-, and lingo1a-/- larvae (Figure 4-9B).
Additionally, I found no statistically significant difference in the nearest neighbor
distances between OPCs in lingo1a+/+, lingo1a+/-, and lingo1a-/- larvae (Figure 4-9C).
However, these quantifications were taken from flattened z-stacks of 30 micron lateral
views of the spinal cord, which restricts the ability to quantify nearest neighbor
distances that incorporate the z-direction. More careful analysis of nearest neighbor
distances could reveal increased clustering of OPCs in lingo1a mutants, which would
support my hypothesis that lingo1a is a novel mediator of CMR during OPC
development.
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lingo1a+/+(n = 5), lingo1a+/- (n = 5) and lingo1a-/- (n =5) larvae. Mean with SEM. Statistical test: 1-way
ANOVA with Tukey’s Multiple Comparison Test.

Discussion
In this chapter, I sought to provide a broader understanding of OPC tiling by
investigating mediators of the tiling processes of proliferation and contact-mediated
repulsion. I demonstrated that ntn1, a traditional mediator of OPC migration, also plays
a role in mediating OPC proliferation. Additionally, preliminary results from the ntn1a
and b morpholino experiments indicate that Ntn1 may also mediate the rapid migration
of daughter cells away from each other following cell division. This phenomenon of
stalled migration following cell division was not observed in my investigation of the
Met signaling pathway and its contribution to migration, which supports that notion
that OPCs potentially utilize different mechanisms for migration depending on the
context of migration. A previously proposed model for Ntn1 in OPC development
described its role in mediating repulsion of OPCs out of the ventral spinal cord. My
observation of ventral OPCs in wildtype development makes it unlikely that this mode
of dispersal is universal for all OPCs. Taken together, these results support my
hypothesis that OPCs utilize different methods to facilitate dispersal during
developmental tiling. It remains to be determined if there are different subsets of OPCs
that express different receptors at different timepoints or if each OPC expresses
multiple receptors at different levels and this differential expression results in OPCs
being influenced by various molecules in slightly different ways.
CMR between OPCs is also a vital process in mediating OPC dispersal
throughout the spinal cord because it prevents overcrowding and facilitates the process
of OPCs occupying distinct non-overlapping territories. A handful of mediators of
OPC CMR have been proposed. Here, I presented my investigations into two potential
mediators of CMR, dscama and lingo1a. Dscama was a likely mediator of CMR because of
its high expression in OPCs and its role in mediating homotypic self-avoidance in the
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development of retinal axons. Previous investigations into the role of Dscam in OPC
development demonstrated no difference in CMR or OPC development (Huang, et al.,
2020).

My investigations into a dscama mutant also reveal no change in OPC

development or CMR, however, I did observe the presence of peripheral OPCs in these
mutants. These findings are exciting because they potentially uncover a novel mediator
of contact-inhibition between OPCs and MEP glia that restrict OPCs from migrating
into the PNS.
I next demonstrated that lingo1a mutants exhibit tiling defects that are consistent
with altered CMR. The presence of an increased number of OPCs and reduced spacing
between OPCs suggests that OPCs are unable to sense their nearest neighbors and
maintain appropriate spacing. Additionally, it has been demonstrated that OPCs
undergo apoptosis when they are kept in close contact for extended periods of time
(Hughes, et al., 2013). I do not observe increased apoptosis in lingo1a mutants, which
further supports the notion that these OPCs are unable to detect each other. More work
needs to be done in these mutants using refined cell-tracking systems that are able to
investigate tiling defects in the 3-dimensional cellular space. Previous studies into the
role of Lingo1 primarily focused on its effect on oligodendrocyte myelination.
However, the identification of OPC tiling defects in lingo1a mutants indicates that
Lingo1 also plays a role in early OPC development.
Overall, this chapter demonstrates investigations into lesser studied aspects of
OPC tiling: proliferation and contact-mediated repulsion. OPC proliferation is critical
for producing enough OPCs to facilitate rapid dispersal and to produce enough
oligodendrocytes to myelinate CNS axons. Contact-mediated repulsion works in
tandem with proliferation to ensure that OPCs migrate rapidly away from each other
following cell division and produces an even distribution of OPCs in the CNS
throughout life. The studies presented here demonstrate candidate mediators of these
critical processes, which fills a gap in our understanding of developmental OPC tiling.
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Chapter V
Discussion and Future Directions
Summary
In this dissertation research, I sought to provide greater understanding of the
process of oligodendrocyte progenitor cell (OPC) tiling and described my investigations
into novel mediators of the tiling-associated behaviors of migration, proliferation, and
contact-mediated repulsion (CMR).
In Chapter III, I described my detailed investigation into the role of the Met
signaling pathway in mediating OPC tiling. I utilized new transgenic animals that
expressed a dominant negative Met (DNmet), as well as, a new met mutant to investigate
the effect of loss-of-Met signaling on OPC development. Based on these studies, I
concluded that Met signaling mediates two aspects of OPC tiling: migration and
proliferation. Met signaling induces OPC migration during the initial phase of OPC
tiling and predominantly affects the dorsally migrating population of OPCs.
Additionally, Met signaling induces OPC proliferation following migration in both
dorsal and ventral OPCs. I also demonstrated that Met is expressed by OPCs and cellspecific reduction of Met signaling in OPCs resulted in decreased OPC migration.
These studies revealed that cell-autonomous Met signaling in OPCs mediates OPC
migration and proliferation. I next investigated the source of the Met ligand, Hgfa, and
demonstrated that it is secreted by radial glia. These results demonstrate the first in vivo
investigation into the role of Met signaling in OPC development and the first proposed
model for radial glial secretion of Hgfa in mediating Met-dependent OPC development.
The investigation of Met signaling presented in Chapter III can be used as a
model for how to study other signaling pathways involved in mediating OPC tiling. A
limit of many of the previous investigations into mediators of OPC development is the
inability to demonstrate cell-autonomy and to propose an overall model for how the
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entire signaling pathway is controlled throughout developmental tiling. This approach
would help to resolve which mediators of tiling are active during developmental tiling,
adult tiling, or both and allow for a better understanding of how each individual
mediator contributes to tiling.
In Chapter IV, I investigated other potential mediators of OPC tiling with a focus
on identifying novel mediators of OPC CMR. I first discussed my investigations into
identifying unique markers of OPCs. I then demonstrated that OPC process
morphology is altered when glutamate transport is inhibited. Next, I presented my
investigations into the role of Netrin-1 (Ntn1), which is an established OPC
chemorepellent molecule. I found that blocking ntn1a/b translation did not affect initial
migration into the dorsal spinal cord, but instead resulted in reduced OPC proliferation
in the dorsal spinal cord and impaired ability of daughter OPCs to migrate away from
each other following cell division. These results implicate a novel role for ntn1 in OPC
tiling, beyond simply influencing OPC chemotaxis. More work needs to be done to
reconcile the relative contributions of Met signaling and ntn1 to OPC migration and
proliferation. In comparing the results from the two studies, I found that Met signaling
affects proliferation in both dorsal and ventral OPCs, while ntn1 appears to only affect
proliferation and post-mitogenic migration in dorsal OPCs. Additionally, ntn1a and b
are not expressed by OPCs until 3 dpf, however, Met expression is high in OPCs from
48 hpf until 3 dpf with a rapid reduction by 4 dpf. This differential expression data
indicates that the influence of various chemotactic and mitogenic molecules in OPC
development is regulated by controlling when they are expressed.
Finally, I presented my investigations into mediators of OPC CMR. I first
demonstrated that dscama is dispensable for CMR between OPCs, but may be required
for OPC-glial interactions at the motor exit point that restrict OPCs to the CNS. This
finding is significant because it supports previous investigations that also demonstrated
that Dscam is not required for OPC CMR. However, by investigating dscama in
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zebrafish using in vivo imaging, I was able to observe an unexpected phenotype of OPCs
escaping into the peripheral nervous system in dscama mutants, which is extremely rare
in wildtype development. These results further highlight the power of the zebrafish
model for investigating CNS development.
I next revealed a novel role for lingo1a in mediating CMR between OPCs by
utilizing a new mutant. These lingo1a mutants exhibited an increased number of OPCs
in the dorsal spinal cord and closer nearest neighbor distances between OPCs compared
to wildtype. These phenotypes suggest that the ability for OPCs to sense each other
and maintain appropriate distances is reduced in lingo1a mutants. However, CMR is the
least investigated process of OPC tiling, so it is unclear exactly how it contributes to
development tiling and loss of CMR could result in subtle defects. Therefore, more
careful analysis utilizing image processing software that is capable of measuring nearest
neighbor distances and process interaction in the 3D spinal cord environment is needed
to understand the full contributions of CMR to OPC tiling. The investigations
presented in Chapter IV are preliminary studies that would greatly benefit from a more
thorough analysis like those presented in Chapter III.
Overall, I demonstrated a number of molecular mediators that contribute to the
developmental tiling behaviors of migration, proliferation, and contact-mediated
repulsion. Based on the work presented here, I propose the following model of OPC
tiling (Figure 5-1). At 55 hpf, Met signaling induces OPC migration out of the pMN
domain both dorsally and ventrally (Figure 5-1A). During this migration, OPCs rapidly
remodel their processes and make contact with the surrounding spinal cord
environment. When OPCs contact the motor exit point (MEP), they are inhibited from
exiting the spinal cord by Dscam-dependent contact-mediated inhibition with MEP glia
(Figure 5-1B). When OPCs contact each other, they exhibit Lingo1-depedent contactmediated repulsion (Figure 5-1C). During their migration, OPCs also exhibit robust
proliferation. From 55 to 72 hpf, OPC proliferation is induced by Met signaling (Figure
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5-1D). By 72 hpf, Ntn1 signaling induces OPC proliferation in the dorsal spinal cord
(Figure 5-1E).

Figure 5-1. Novel Mediators of OPC tiling. This diagram demonstrates novel mediators of OPC tiling in the
zebrafish spinal cord. (A) Met signaling induces OPC migration out of the pMN domain both dorsally and
ventrally. (B) OPCs are inhibited from exiting the spinal cord by Dscam-dependent contact-mediated
inhibition with MEP glia. (C) OPCs exhibit Lingo1-depedent contact-mediated repulsion. (D) From 55 to 72
hpf, OPC proliferation is induced by Met signaling. (E) By 72 hpf, Ntn1 induces OPC proliferation in the
dorsal spinal cord.

Taken together, the work presented in this dissertation significantly contributes
to our understanding of molecular mediators that regulate developmental OPC tiling.
This work in combination with literature about OPC tiling behaviors demonstrates that
there is an abundance of molecules that influence OPC tiling. I hypothesize that
different contributions of each chemotactic molecule at different time points of
developmental tiling results in the dispersal of OPCs throughout the spinal cord. In the
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remainder of this discussion, I will propose different approaches to testing this
hypothesis.
Comprehensive approaches to determine molecular mediators of OPC tiling
While the process of OPC tiling is well described, investigations into OPC
development often focus on one proposed mediator for one behavior of tiling, most
often focusing on mediators of migration. These studies demonstrate that numerous
molecules influence developing OPCs, however there is little consensus regarding the
timing of when these molecules influence tiling behaviors or how different mediators
might interact within individual OPCs. Until recently, the majority of studies that
identified mediators of tiling were conducted using in vitro cultures of OPCs derived
from rat and mouse brain and spinal cord (Temple & Raff, 1986; Moorman, 1996;
Durand & Raff, 2000; Sugimoto, et al., 2001; Yan & Rivkees, 2002; Jarjour, et al., 2003;
Tsai, 2006; Ohya, et al., 2007). These studies isolated OPCs from different regions and
different stages of development which makes it difficult to compare the results.
Additionally, the motivation for many studies that identify mediators of tiling behaviors
was to identify molecules that influence oligodendrocyte development and myelination.
This further complicates the identification of mediators because it is unclear which stage
of the oligodendrocyte lineage is being affected and whether or not it truly is a mediator
of OPC tiling or some other process related to myelination. Given the abundance of
proposed mediators of OPC tiling and the complexity therein, new approaches to
determining which mediators contribute to tiling and when they actively signal in OPCs
is needed.
Systematic review and meta-analysis of mediators of OPC tiling
One approach that is often utilized to reduce complexity and develop consensus
in fields that have an abundance of research is performing systematic review and meta-
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analysis of all available research that falls within a given set of criteria. Systematic
reviews and meta-analyses present results by combining and analyzing data from
different studies conducted on similar research topics (Ahn & Kang, 2018). A
systematic review attempts to answer a defined research question by identifying and
analyzing all empirical evidence available that falls within defined criteria. Meta-analysis
is the statistical analysis that is conducted on the evidence gathered from a systematic
review, which is used to develop a pooled estimate from published findings from
different studies (Ahn & Kang, 2018). Systematic review and meta-analysis are often
conducted in biomedical research to look at effect sizes of different interventions in
various diseases. Additionally, a handful of systematic reviews have been conducted on
various aspects of oligodendrocyte lineage cell development including OPC-endothelial
interactions (Manukjan, et al., 2020), pharmacological properties of OPCs (Marinelli, et
al., 2016), and OPC contribution to spinal cord injury (Fu, et al., 2018; Hassannejad, et
al., 2019).
A systematic review and meta-analysis would be useful in clarifying mediators of
OPC development because one of the strengths of this approach is that it requires clear
criteria for which papers are included or excluded. Any systematic review that aimed to
elucidate mediators of OPC tiling behaviors would have to include a few critical criteria.
The first criteria for inclusion is that studies included in the review would have to have
investigated mediators of tiling in developing OPCs in a wildtype background. This is
necessary to determine the function of mediators of OPC tiling during development
and not mediators of tiling observed in other contexts such as injury, which may not
reflect basic developmental processes. The next criteria for inclusion is that studies need
to have demonstrated some level of cell-autonomous signaling in OPCs that mediates
a given tiling process. This is important because any conclusions about mediators of
OPC tiling must include how these mediators are producing tiling behaviors.
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One area of OPC tiling research that would greatly benefit from systematic
review is chemotactic influences on OPCs in vitro. One selective criteria for a systematic
review of chemotactic molecules in OPCs would be controlling for the region from
which the OPCs were isolated and for the relative stage of development. These
measures are often hard to glean when looking generally for mediators of OPC
migration, but carefully selecting studies that show different influences on tiling by
OPCs derived from the same region at the same developmental time point would allow
for a powerful meta-analysis. Meta-analyses on the data gathered from this systematic
review could then be used to generate pooled estimates of the effects of each
chemotactic molecule, which would provide insight into the relative contribution of
each molecule in influencing OPC migration. This approach would address my
hypothesis that different contributions of each chemotactic molecule results in the
dispersal of OPCs throughout the spinal cord.
Another systematic review that could be done in tandem with the in vitro OPC
migration review would be to include all studies that propose in vivo models of OPC
dispersal from the ventral spinal cord. Most studies that identify mediators of OPC
migration will propose a model for how that migration then results in OPC dispersal.
This has led to numerous models for OPC dispersal that have little relevance to one
another. The abundance of OPC tiling and distribution models with little clarity of
relatedness lends itself to the systematic review approach because compiling these
models into one review allows for direct comparison and evaluation of plausibility. Both
of the systematic reviews proposed here would be incredibly important for the field of
OPC tiling research because they would synthesize all of the work that implicates
mediators of OPC tiling. These reviews would then provide clear next steps for
identifying key directions for further testing the proposed models for developmental
tiling and for suggesting new, composite models.
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Utilizing hydrogels in investigating mediators of developmental OPC tiling
Systematic reviews and meta-analyses are great approaches for identifying wellestablished mediators of OPC tiling. However, even with thorough analyses that detail
the relative contributions of mediators of tiling, these conclusions will need to be
evaluated empirically. The majority of research identifying mediators of tiling, including
my work presented here, focuses on identifying individual mediators in in vivo models
and characterizing the effects of its loss-of-function on OPC tiling behaviors. This
approach, while critical for understanding the consequences of perturbing tiling
mediators, is not practical or feasible for investigating the contributions of multiple
mediators of tiling and observing the outcomes of different combinations of signaling
molecules.
In the developing spinal cord, there is an abundance of different signaling
molecules that regulate the development of various different cell-types, which creates a
complex array of different signaling pathways that could be interacting to influence
OPC tiling. My approach of selectively mutating individual pathways or mediators is
important for isolating the contributions of individual pathways to OPC tiling, but does
not address how different pathways are interacting with each other. This approach also
does not allow for precise changes in the amount and distribution of the ligand, which
would be necessary to determine more subtle influences of these mediators in OPC
tiling. Therefore, a comprehensive approach that is able to investigate the relative
contributions of different signaling molecules to different tiling behaviors is needed to
resolve outstanding questions about how OPC tiling is regulated.
One approach that is a capable of investigating OPC tiling behaviors in response
to different combinations of stimuli is the use of biomaterial scaffolds, such as 3D
hydrogels, that mimic the environment of a developing OPC (Li, et al., 2013; Caliari &
Burdick, 2016; Unal, et al., 2019). Such hydrogels have been used to investigate how
different microenvironments influence OPC behaviors, including proliferation and
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migration (Russell & Lampe, 2017; Unal, et al., 2020). Primarily, these studies
demonstrated that different properties of these hydrogels, such as stiffness and meshsize, influence the amount of migration and proliferation of OPCs within the hydrogel
(Russell & Lampe, 2017; Unal, et al., 2020). Additionally, hydrogel systems are also
porous and permeable to various signaling molecules and drugs which is useful for
conducting experiments that investigate the contributions of different mediators of
OPC tiling (Unal, et al., 2019).
This system would be particularly powerful for investigating the many different
mediators that influence OPC migration, proliferation, and contact-mediated repulsion.
The spinal cord contains many different signaling molecules, which could all be
recapitulated in a controlled manner using the hydrogel system. The highly adaptable
nature of hydrogels allows for the careful application of various amounts and
distributions of different ligands relative to the OPCs within the hydrogel. These studies
would be powerful because they would begin to elucidate how OPCs are capable of
integrating signals from multiple pathways to regulate their developmental migration.
Because proliferation can also be assessed within these hydrogels, these studies would
also further characterize the relative contributions of chemotactic pathways to also
inducing OPC proliferation. Furthermore, as new evidence emerges around mediators
of CMR, these hydrogels could be impactful for investigating how OPCs lacking CMR
genes disperse compared to wildtype OPCs in the same microenvironment. Taken
together, the use of systematic review and meta-analysis will identify and prioritize the
most salient mediators of OPC tiling. These findings can then be tested in a controlled
hydrogel environment to more conclusively elucidate how these mediators facilitate
OPC tiling. One limitation of the hydrogel system is that it would not contain all of the
cell types present in the spinal cord that could also influence OPC tiling. However,
findings from hydrogel experiments about how different mediators influence OPCs at
different timepoints could then be tested using an in vivo model. This approach would
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greatly improve our understanding of how the emergent process of OPC tiling is
mediated to produce OPCs that are evenly distributed throughout the CNS.
In conclusion, the work presented in this dissertation significantly contributes to
our understanding of developmental OPC tiling by first presenting a proposal for how
each of the tiling behaviors of migration, proliferation, and contact-mediated repulsion
are interacting to produce the uniform distribution of OPCs throughout the CNS. I
then demonstrate my investigations that reveal novel molecular mediators for each of
these tiling processes. Finally, I conclude by proposing different approaches that could
be used to clarify the relative contributions of different mediators of tiling. These
approaches would improve our overall understanding of this dynamic and important
cell population and would lay a foundation for investigating OPC tiling behaviors in
other regions of the CNS or in other contexts, such as adult tiling and tiling
rearrangement following injury.
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